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Editorial Statement
One of the first things I learned when I began studying Danish
American culture is that there are dozens of diﬀerent but equally
valid ways for people to express their Danish American identity. Some
of the dominant identifiers of Danishness in the public imagination—
Danish windmills, Hans Christian Andersen’s fairy tales, folk high
schools, and flaky pastries, for example—are beloved by nearly all
Danish Americans and converts to Danish American culture, but
others, such as religious beliefs, language patterns, and lifestyle
choices, are particular to specific groups of Danish Americans and can
be a source of tension and conflict between them, as the first article in
this issue reminds us.
In “Prohibition among Danish American Lutherans,” Nick
Kofod Mogensen looks at diﬀering attitudes toward Prohibition
within the Danish American community in the early decades of the
twentieth century and discovers that while opinions ran the gamut,
they generally aligned not only with particular religious orientations
within Lutheranism but also with either a more American or a more
Danish attitude toward the problem.
Diﬀerences in the way Danish Americans preserve their linguistic
connections to Danish are evident in the second article. In their paper
“Social Narrative and Sustainability of a Danish Diaspora Community
in the American Midwest,” Craig Molgaard and Amanda Golbeck
look at the persistence of particular sociolinguistic mechanisms
(code switching, speech acts, storytelling) among Danish Americans
in western Iowa. When (and sometimes why) a person’s ancestors
immigrated to the United States plays a significant role in how much
Danish usage is conserved and perpetuated within a given family or
community.
In some cases, however, one doesn’t have to choose between
Danish and American words, ideas, or legacies. The third article,
“Saving the American Farmer: The Impact of Danish Agricultural
Practices on American Policy Direction,” by Byron Rom-Jensen,
highlights how the productive application of Danish solutions to
American problems in the early twentieth century oﬀered hope in a
desperate situation faced by American farmers belonging to various
socioeconomic and racial groups. The final selection in this issue
features the results of a collaborative translation project by a Dane
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and a Danish American, Peer Aarestrup and Jack Brondum, to reveal
how the fusion of Danish and American cultures and languages can
create powerful poetry that should not be forgotten just because styles
and tastes change over time. With these translations, the translators
reclaim the legacy of Peer’s great-great-grandfather, Emil Aarestrup,
whose poetry was considered too sensual by his contemporaries but
has often been neglected by modern audiences because it was written
nearly two centuries ago. These elegant, witty poems are rendered for
the first time in English and do honor to both their original author and
their gifted translators.
The widely varied books reviewed in this issue oﬀer additional
insights into the many diﬀerent dimensions of Danish American
culture. Dan Mikel explores the spiritual dimension of Danish
Americans’ lives in his review of Joy Ibsen’s memoir Here and Hereafter,
while Samantha Brown introduces readers to the delights of Danish
public and private foodways, as documented in Carol and Katrina
Schroeder’s Eat Smart in Denmark. Ed Polk Douglas oﬀers us a witty
glimpse into the elegant Danish country manors featured in The
Danish Country House, while Troy Wellington Smith ably deciphers
the philosophical and cultural intricacies of Armen Avanessian and
Sophie Wennerscheid’s edited book Kierkegaard and Political Theory:
Religion, Aesthetics, Politics and the Intervention of the Single Individual.
Each of these books and the meaning that their reviewers reveal in
them highlights the complexity and richness of Danish and Danish
American culture, reminding us not only how much there is for us to
learn and enjoy about it, but also how many ways one can connect to
it, regardless of who or where you may be.
Correction: The caption under the photo on the cover of our
last issue (39:1) incorrectly identified the location depicted in the
photograph as Greenville, WI instead of Greenville, MI. We apologize
for the mistake.
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Contributors to this Issue
Peer Louis Aarestrup, great-great-grandson of the Danish poet
Emil Aarestrup, was born in Copenhagen in 1946 and studied political
science and psychology at the University of Copenhagen. He is the
author of several historical novels, including Asfaltblomstens duft (The
Scent of the Asphalt Flower) (2010), Diamantpigen (The Diamond Girl)
(2011), Den niende Bro (The Ninth Bridge) (2012), and Vejen til Emil
Aarestrup (The Road to Emil Aarestrup) (2016).
Born to Danish parents, Jack Brondum divided his childhood
between Copenhagen and New Jersey, forming lifelong friendships
in both Denmark and the United States. His fluent Danish earned him
a PEN literary translation prize in 1979. After veterinary training at
Cornell, Jack studied epidemiology at Harvard and the University of
Minnesota, ending a thirty-year career in public health with fifteen
productive years at Hennepin County Health Department. Jack
loved classical music and vegetable gardening. During the 1990s,
he advocated along with others for quality immersion learning at
his children’s Minneapolis Public Schools (MPS) Spanish language
magnet school. Jack traveled extensively, taking special delight in the
Faroe Islands and Providence, Rhode Island, the family home in the
1980s. He died of prostate cancer on July 12, 2016.
Samantha Ruth Brown recently received her MA in Scandinavian
Studies from the University of Wisconsin-Madison and currently
teaches Danish there and works with Danish exchange students
through the UW-Madison ScanDesign Fellowship Program. Her
research interests primarily include issues of racism and xenophobia
in Danish politics, particularly political rhetoric and immigration
policy implementation. She recently started working on a project
about pork politics in Denmark.
Ed Polk Douglas of Lyons, NY, is a Mississippi-born cultural
historian, educator, and former museum administrator with Danish
antecedents. After earning degrees from Rice University and the
University of Virginia, with a stint in the U.S. Army in between, he
moved to the Finger Lakes region of Upstate New York. From there,
his work and research have taken him from coast to coast and across
Europe. With specialties in historical architecture, period interiors,
and decorative arts, Douglas has published and lectured widely. He
has visited many of the sites featured in The Danish Country House,
and he looks forward to future travels in Denmark to see the rest.
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Amanda L. Golbeck is Professor of Biostatistics at the School of
Public and Community Health Sciences of the University of Montana.
She is a Fellow of the American Statistical Association. She is also an
elected member of the International Statistical Institute. She is a past
president of the national Caucus for Women in Statistics. Dr. Golbeck
has actively collaborated on research dealing with human health data
and published the results in peer-reviewed journals.
Dan Mikel is a retired secondary school teacher from the South
St. Paul (Minnesota) public schools. He has lectured frequently
at Danebod Folk Meetings in Tyler, Minnesota. He has contributed
regularly to the Gopher Retiree, a publication of the Minnesota State
Retiree Council, AFL-CIO, and has produced and hosted numerous
labor video programs on public policy issues. Mikel serves on the
Board of Directors of the Danish American Heritage Society and is
currently the President of the Danish Interest Conference. His Danish
origins can be traced to St. Peter’s Danish Evangelical Lutheran Church
in Detroit, Michigan. Mikel is a graduate of Grand View College in
Des Moines, Iowa and Macalester College in St. Paul, Minnesota with
additional graduate work at a variety of institutions.
Nick Kofod Mogensen has a master’s degree in history from
the University of Copenhagen. He is a former curatorial intern at the
Museum of Danish America and has specialized in Danish American
history.
Craig A. Molgaard is Professor and Chair in the School of Public
and Community Health Sciences at the University of Montana.
Dr. Molgaard earned an MPH in epidemiology and a PhD in the
anthropology / health and medical sciences dual degree program at
the University of California at Berkeley. His research specialties are
in chronic disease epidemiology, neuroepidemiology and health
promotion.
Byron Rom-Jensen is currently a PhD fellow at Aarhus University,
Denmark, primarily working in the field of transnational American
history. His thesis project, entitled “The Scandinavian Legacy: Images
of the Nordic Model in the United States,” studies how American
ideational brokers constructed images of Scandinavia and how those
images echoed in American policymaking debate. Byron is a recipient
of a 2015 Bodtker grant, which helped to fund his thesis research.
Through his work and contribution to The Bridge, Byron is pleased to
have the opportunity to combine his Danish and American heritage.
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Troy Wellington Smith is second-year student in the PhD
program in Scandinavian at the University of California, Berkeley. He
holds a master’s of library science degree from Clarion University of
Pennsylvania and a master’s in English literature from the University
of Mississippi, where he defended a thesis entitled “Kierkegaard and
Byron: Disability, Irony, and the Undead.” In addition to publishing
articles on the connection between Kierkegaard and Byron, he has also
presented widely on Kierkegaard’s influence on twentieth-century
American literature. At Berkeley, he plans to write a dissertation on
Kierkegaard and the book/print culture.
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Prohibition Among Danish American Lutherans
by Nick Kofod Mogensen
On January 17, 1920, a major change took place in American
society. The Eighteenth Amendment went into eﬀect and started the
Prohibition Era, banning the sale of alcohol in the United States from
1920 to 1933. Prohibition was not a uniquely American idea. Under
pressure from temperance movements, most Nordic countries banned
or severely restricted the sale of alcohol around the same time as the
United States did. The Faroe Islands, Iceland, Norway, and Finland all
banned alcohol during the first few decades of the twentieth century.
Although a narrow majority of the Swedish people refused an outright
ban in a referendum in 1922, the Swedish government instigated a
state monopoly on alcohol. The only Scandinavian exception was
Denmark—almost. A brief ban went into eﬀect on February 27, 1917,
but it was very short-lived. Instead, the tax on alcohol was increased
so severely that consumption fell significantly.
Due to these circumstances, a study of the attitudes toward
Prohibition among Danish American immigrants could be interesting.
Did the Danish Americans bring along a skeptical view of an alcohol
prohibition in their suitcases when they stepped aboard the ship to
America? What factors influenced their views on Prohibition?
One place to find the answer is the many Danish-language
newspapers that appeared in the United States. Danish immigrants
were quick to integrate into American society and adopt the American
culture as their own. Still, a Danish community survived in America
through Danish churches, organizations, newspapers, etc. The
institutions were not just a product of nostalgic longing for their old
home in Denmark, however, but were a part of their present, new
society. American news appeared alongside Danish news, and the
political issues of the time, including Prohibition, were debated. What
did they write about Prohibition, then?
Methodology and Sources
This article looks at Danish American views on Prohibition
through a study of primary sources, specifically Danish American
newspapers. It is by no means a comprehensive study, either of Danish
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American attitudes in general, or their expressions in newspapers
in particular, and it does not claim to be. It examines the Lutheran
portion of the Danish American immigrant community. Although
the vast majority of people in Denmark were Lutherans, as that was
the religion of the state church, many converted to other religions
both before and after they immigrated. The findings of a study of the
environment around Danish Lutheran churches would therefore not
necessarily correspond with what a similar study of other Danish
American religious groups, or the entire Danish American immigrant
population would show.
It also examines only a few of the newspapers with a larger
distribution that were published for the Danish American population.
Many such newspapers have appeared over the decades, and studying
them all would be more time consuming than resources would allow.
The online source used to access digitized historical newspapers for
this article is The Digital Library of Danish American Newspapers and
Journals, created and hosted by the Museum of Danish America in Elk
Horn, Iowa.1 Elk Horn is located in a tri-county area in southwestern
Iowa which encompasses what is probably the largest non-urban
concentration of Danish Americans in the country. The newspapers,
of course, do not contain an exhaustive compendium of the attitudes
of the Danish American society, but they oﬀer an interesting look into
a range of Danish American positions in the debate over prohibition.
As they are among the newspapers of their type with the largest
circulation during the Prohbition Era, they provide a representative
view of the Danish American debate in general.
The four newspapers available in the library, and thus used in
this article, are Bien, Den Danske Pioneer, Dannevirke, and Danskeren.
Bien and Den Danske Pioneer are the only two newspapers that are still
published today, although Danish is no longer their main language
of publication. Both were started independently from other Danish
American institutions—Den Danske Pioneer in 1872 and Bien in 1882.
Dannevirke was founded in 1880 as a reaction against Den Danske
Pioneer and was published until 1951, first in Elk Horn and later
in Cedar Falls, Iowa. Even though it was privately owned, it was
unoﬃcially tied to the Danish Grundtvigian churches in America.2
Danskeren was published from 1892 to 1920 and belonged to the more
conservative United Danish Evangelical Lutheran Church.
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The two private, secular newspapers Den Danske Pioneer and Bien
were strongly opposed to Prohibition. Den Danske Pioneer in particular
was very blunt about its position—so much so that some of its readers
hid the newspaper under more “appropriate” literature when the
pastor visited. Dannevirke was also against Prohibition. Even though it
had religious ties, the ties were to the Grundtvigian church, which had
a more expansive interpretation of Christianity. In the opposite camp
was Danskeren, owned by the United Danish Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America. In this camp, alcohol and binge drinking were
seen as sinful, so a good Christian could not do anything but support
a ban on the sinful behavior and its cause, they believed.
Even though Danskeren is the only newspaper in the study that
was for Prohibition and ceased publication in 1920, the tendency
during its entire coverage of the Prohibition debate in the years
prior to Prohibition is so clear and consistent that it is an invaluable
example of the political and religious group it represented. A more
thorough study including additional newspapers, such as another
title aﬃliated with the United Danish Evangelical Church in America,
Luthersk Ugeblad, would likely give the same results.
A Battle Against Sin
Danish American Lutheran congregations were generally divided
into two groups, one more liberal and the other more conservative.
The Danish Evangelical Lutheran Church in America (hereafter the
Danish Church) was started in 1874 and formally organized in 1878.
However, in 1894 conservative members of the Danish Church left and
formed the United Danish Evangelical Lutheran Church (hereafter
the United Church) in 1896.3 The Danish Church was made up of
Grundtvigians, called after the famous nineteenth-century Danish
church reformer N.F.S. Grundtvig who emphasized the Apostle’s
Creed and the sacraments, with less interest in the exact words of
the Bible. The United Church, on the other hand, aligned itself with
the Inner (Home) Mission faction of the Danish State Church. They
emphasized biblical authority, repentance, and a personal faith. The
two groups have sometimes been called “Happy Danes” (the Danish
Church) and “Holy Danes” (the United Church). “Happy Danes”
were more liberal and enjoyed folk dancing, aquavit, etc., whereas the
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“Holy Danes” frowned upon many of these things or even considered
them sinful.
Danskeren’s prohibitionist point of view was, in other words, a
natural extension of its religious aﬃliation. Alcohol was seen as an
evil that all good Christians should fight. As expressed in a column
on church aﬀairs on April 2, 1919, the opponents of Prohibition—the
“enemy”—would just “ignore the bootleggers and other lawbreakers”
and allow the sinful behavior to continue.4 The perception of the
Prohibition question as a battle between temperance and binge
drinking is seen throughout Danskeren’s entire coverage of the
discussion. In an article about a referendum on Prohibition in Iowa,
opponents of Prohibition were called “friends of the saloon.”5 Saloons
were typically the seedier bars where binge drinking and alcoholism
were common. The entire “no” side of the Prohibition referendum
was characterized as either drunks or supporters of such behavior.
By characterizing the measure’s opponents as supporters of binge
drinking, the newspaper made the anti-prohibitionists’ case look
weaker and immoral–a defense of a sin that destroyed lives.
In the New Year’s Day issue in 1919, Danskeren published a
rare critical opinion piece on Prohibition by H. P. Andersen. It was
originally published in Danish, but has been translated into English
for this article. The same is the case with the rest of the quotes.
Andersen wrote: “There could be a discussion about this question
based on the Bible.… Why should the entire people be banned from
using beverages because a few drink themselves into pigs? Is that the
way to force them into Heaven? I think not. If the preaching of the
word of God can’t do it, it can’t be done.”6
Considering the views and audience of the newspaper, it is not
surprising that a response to H. P. Andersen’s piece appeared in the
paper two weeks later:
Mr. Andersen [says] that Prohibition is a question that you
can discuss based on the Bible. Yes, why not? But why not
take the situation exactly as it is? Mr. Andersen admits that
there are some who turn into pigs by drinking.… If it was a
question of removing something that could help humans as
a whole, then yes, there is reason to protest; but to take away
an evil that has marred humanity ever since the days of
Noah and has caused sorrow, need, and despair in millions
16

of homes, that such an evil can be defended by someone
who has spent more than a lifetime in God’s congregation
on Earth “that [sic] the limit.”7
The final line of the article is particularly interesting. The writer says
that it is wrong for a Christian man to defend drinking himself “into
a pig,” a claim that H. P. Andersen would of course not let him get
away with. “It is not at all the drinking I am defending,” Andersen
replied. “It is the freedom. I think there is another way to regulate it.”8
In other words, he simply disagreed with how the alcohol problem
was handled and appealed to preaching the word of God instead of
prohibitions and force.
Union leader Samuel Gompers opposed Prohibition on similar
grounds; according to him, it had actually caused the labor riots of
the day: “We have knocked over this man [the working man]. By
uprooting one habit, it just manifests itself in another way.” 9 The
journalist ended the article by writing: “You would think that an
excellent labor leader such as Gompers would have seen enough of
the former saloon habits of the workers to want it uprooted.”10
Violation of Personal Freedom
Danskeren characterized the opponents of Prohibition as “friends
of the saloon” or people who did not recognize alcohol consumption
as a problem. That is not the picture you get if you read the Danish
newspapers that were against Prohibition, however. They just
disagreed with how the prohibitionists wanted to solve the problem.
One of the key reasons for their opposition was that they saw it as a
violation of their personal freedom. Reverend Aage Møller outlined
this view in Den Danske Pioneer in 1926: “Prohibition is related to
all that which wants to go back to the feudal baron who saw every
adult besides himself as a minor who could only function through
commands. Must we go back to that condition or should we continue
with the reformation?”11
This comparison to the formerly authoritarian and oppressive
societal structure in Europe echoes the description used in a report on
a meeting of the Association Against The Prohibition Amendment in
1924, where “FTH” wrote: “The meeting was inspiring and witnessed
the fact that there are still men and women among us who are
imbued with ‘the Spirit of ‘76’ and dare openly challenge the apostles
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of fanaticism and intolerance to a fight of life and death when it
concerns defending the principles that are written down in America’s
immortal Declaration of Freedom or Independence.”12 Many of the
opponents of Prohibition were, in other words, unhappy with what
they saw as a limitation of their personal freedom–and, by extension,
the spirit and foundation of America. The discontent was not caused
by a craving for alcohol. That was what H. P. Andersen pointed out in
Danskeren, as quoted above. The workers in general did not want any
strong alcoholic beverages either, if one believes the president of the
construction workers’ branch of the Labor Federation, who told the
Senate Committee on Prohibition in 1926, as reported in Den Danske
Pioneer: “You won’t hear cries for wine among the workers, but give
us beer and we will be happy.”13 This moderate view prevailed in Den
Danske Pioneer throughout Prohibition. In 1929 a front-page article
proclaimed: “The opposition to Prohibition isn’t simply constituted
of people who want to get drunk.… Let us not commit the mistake
of believing that the country is made up of two classes—the dry
who want the country bone-dry, and the wet who want the country
dripping wet. Between those two are the large temperate middle class
that neither want to be ruled by wet nor dry fanatics.”14
Increased Consumption of Alcohol
In reality, most opposition to Prohibition was motivated
primarily—apart from a concern for personal freedom—by the
opinion that Prohibition did not actually work; on the contrary, its
opponents argued, many problems only got worse during Prohibition.
Dannevirke reported on an anti-Prohibition demonstration on July 4,
1921. One of the banners at the demonstration described the antiprohibitionists’ opinion on how Prohibition aﬀected the consumption
of alcohol: “Prohibition took the ‘sunshine’ out of our homes and
brought ‘moonshine’ in.”15 In a letter published in Bien the same
month, Georg Axen shared his conviction that Prohibition had made
the alcohol problem in America even worse.16 Drinking increased, and
since it could now only be acquired from bootleggers, the quality of
the alcohol was often bad. The poor conditions in production caused
many people to get sick or even die from toxins like methanol.17
The behavior of congressmen during this time is a good example
of how the consumption of alcohol did not seem to decrease during
18

Prohibition. Danish American newspapers frequently pointed out
that even the politicians who voted for Prohibition were drinking.
As the Republican congressman Manuel Herrick said: “I have seen
members of Congress bring alcohol into the Capitol, and I have seen
them drunk in the dressing room. It was all charades—you voted for
Prohibition, and yet you drank.”18 F. T. Hansen criticizes the same
hypocritical behavior among politicians in the article “Use and Abuse
of Alcohol” in Den Danske Pioneer in June 1924: “But what do you say
about the senators and congressmen who voted for the impossible
law and at the same time filled their cellars with the best wine and
spirits at the reasonable prices of the day, and likewise how cunningly
they had the Volstead Act19 written so that it did not ban people from
drinking, which would at least have made it equal for all?”20
Just as the hypocrisy caused a lack of respect for politicians,
according to the anti-prohibitionists it also caused a lack of respect
for the law. 21 This went directly against one of the main arguments
of the prohibitionists before Prohibition was enacted, as described in
Den Danske Pioneer:
Before Prohibition was enacted, its proponents promised
that if just the booze was banned there would no longer
be a need for prisons; most crimes came from drinking.
Now you see how wrong that claim was. In Lorain, O., for
instance, the prison is so full that the other day, a member
of the prison board appealed to the judge to suspend the
convictions of a number of Prohibition violators because
there was not room for them in the prisons. But the judge
dismissed him saying: “If there isn’t enough room, then
expand. If people want Prohibition, then let them have the
consequences.”22

Moderation, Not Forced Temperance
What did Bien, Den Danske Pioneer, and Dannevirke propose
in place of Prohibition, then? They recognized that excessive
consumption of alcohol was a problem that should be dealt with. It
was not alcohol restrictions exclusively that they necessarily balked
at, either. Prohibition banned intoxicating beverages, and that was
interpreted as all beverages with an alcohol content over five-tenths
19

of a percent. Under the headline, “Vejen ud” (The Way Out), an
article in Den Danske Pioneer proposes that Congress simply change
that definition: “What we want is not free and unrestricted access to
intoxicating ourselves…. The constitution bans intoxicating drinks,
but Congress says what is intoxicating, says it with a simple majority,
and if there even was a president who was sympathetic to the majority,
then change could happen.”23
This quote fits well with the one from the construction workers’
union president, mentioned above, in proposing a modification of
Prohibition so that certain types of alcohol were still banned—e.g.
the stronger, distilled types of liquor—but the worker could still relax
after a hard day’s work with a cold beer. In an election advertisement
in Dannevirke for the Democratic presidential candidacy in 1928, the
governor of New York, Alfred E. Smith, wrote: “Prohibition–For
modification of the Volstead Act, for Temperance, but against the
return of the Saloon.”24
Moderation was part of the political program for many opponents
of Prohibition. That was also the case for the majority of the critics who
not only disagreed with the interpretation of Prohibition, but wanted
the Eighteenth Amendment outright appealed. Voluntary moderation
was the slogan, and the focus was upon dialogue and information
rather than prohibition and punishment. Samuel Gompers’ warning
that uprooting one problem would lead to others reveals a similar
kind of thinking. This was also H. P. Andersen’s point when he
wrote that preaching the word of God should be the way to tackle
it. Bien articulated the point: “It is also about time that you realize
that human progress doesn’t come by removing what is tempting,
but [is] in a constant battle against and victory over the ever present
evil.”25 A poem published in Bien the year before Prohibition ended
captures this position: “Now the country’s girls and guys don’t want
secrecy and spies: / Now the freedom song of the nation is voluntary
moderation!”26
Exaggerations On Both Sides
Of course it was not only the prohibitionists who exaggerated and
oversimplified things. If one thing is sure in politics, unfortunately it
seems to be hyperbolic rhetoric and fearmongering. In the early days
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of Prohibition, Bien published an article about the negative eﬀects the
ban on alcohol could have on individual freedom:
You must suﬀer for freedom, and we kept that after all, as
they let us keep the water. Coﬀee and tea will probably also
go away with time; there are plenty of weak people in this
country who can’t handle these beverages, so prohibiting
them can one day make a fitting campaign for those who
have nothing better to do than bother other people in the
normal pleasures of life.… If we are not careful, the day
might come where there is nothing left of the republic but
the name.27
There were some legitimate reasons for the fear. In 1921, Bien
mentioned a leaflet from the Anti-Tobacco League which called for
banning tobacco as “Prohibition’s next step.” 28 But one prohibition
movement is not necessarily the same as another, and simplifying
the prohibitionists’ message into the desire to make life boring and
remove all of its pleasures is not much diﬀerent than calling all antiprohibitionists binge-drinking friends of the saloon.
At the demonstration featuring the banner: “Prohibition took
‘sunshine’ out of our homes and brought ‘moonshine’ in,” there was
another banner with a message that also can best be described as
oversimplified fearmongering: “Russia became ‘dry’ in 1919 and ‘mad’
in 1921.”29 That was Samuel Gompers’ message in 1921, as well, when
he claimed that it was “strict prohibition[s] that caused Bolshevism.”30
To claim that it was a ban on alcohol that caused the Russian Revolution
is a bit of a stretch, to put it lightly, but it demonstrates the kind of
rhetoric being used on both sides of the debate.
Conclusion
Both sides of the Prohibition discussion in the Danish American
community used rational arguments and hyperbolic fearmongering.
Both sides used straw man arguments, oversimplified views, and
distortions when describing their opponents, and Den Danske Pioneer
even admits that like prohibitionists, alcohol producers relied
on lobbying, propaganda, and corruption before—and during—
Prohibition. The United Church-owned Danskeren believed that
Prohibition was the best route because some people could not control
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their consumption of alcohol and their sinful behavior, and only by
removing the source of the sin—alcohol—from society as a whole
could the problem be solved. The secular newspapers Bien and Den
Danske Pioneer, as well as the Danish Church-aﬃliated Dannevirke,
recognized the high consumption of alcohol as a problem. They just did
not think that Prohibition would solve it and argued that prohibition
violated their personal freedom. It did not work, either; they felt that it
actually made the problem worse. Finally, they feared that Prohibition
could start society down a slippery slope of fanaticism that would
eventually devour people’s rights.
The attitudes toward Prohibition in the Danish American
community were thus highly influenced by people’s religious views.
Among Danish American Lutherans, attitudes toward Prohibition
were highly influenced according to whether you belonged to the
Danish Church or the United Church. In general, the Grundtvigian
Danish Church perpetuated the skepticism towards Prohibition that
prevailed in Denmark, while the United Church followed a more
mainline American approach of banning the sources of temptation
outright as a means of encouraging better behavior.
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Social Narrative and Sustainability of a
Danish Diaspora Community
in the American Midwest1
by Craig A. Molgaard and Amanda L. Golbeck
“The people of Jutland are like brown sparrows – you find them all
over the world.” (Danish proverb)
Abstract
This longitudinal study (1972-2015) focuses on the largest Danish
American speech community in the United States of America, which
is in Audubon, Cass, Pottawattamie, and Shelby Counties in western
Iowa (the towns of Elk Horn, Kimballton, Audubon, Harlan, Exira,
and Atlantic). The sociolinguistic mechanisms (code switching,
speech acts, storytelling) of Danish social and cultural narrative
are identified and examples are provided. We examine the social
aspects of sustaining identity and heritage in a now globally linked
community, and note lessons learned for other communities seeking
to sustain their heritage in a healthy and productive fashion.
Introduction
Between 1820 and 1980, 371,258 immigrants arrived from Denmark
to the United States. This was a significant loss of population for a
small country, comprising approximately one out of every ten Danish
citizens. Many of these left for economic reasons, as the Danish
economy of that period was particularly stagnant and American
farmland was an attractive, inexpensive option under the Homestead
Act of 1862. However, many others were refugees fleeing the First and
Second Slesvig wars (Nielsen and Petersen 2000; Nelson and Petersen
2000; Petersen 1987).
The First Slesvig War or Three Years’ War was largely a northern
spin-oﬀ of the Year of Revolutions in 1848, sparked by the downfall
of the French king Louis Phillipe. The duchies of Slesvig, Holstein,
1
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and Saxe-Lauenburg were inhabited by Germans, Danes, and North
Frisians. The duchy of Slesvig was tightly linked to Denmark for
demographic, cultural, and historical reasons, dating back to the 1200s
at least. The remaining two duchies were controlled by Denmark,
but were also members of the German Confederation. Rising
nationalist sentiment in both Denmark and northern Germany as the
Year of Revolution unfolded led to the declaration of a provisional
government in the largely German city of Kiel, and sparked the onset
of armed conflict. The Danish government deemed this movement to
be open rebellion and war began. Prussia entered the war on behalf
of the Slesvig-Holstein movement, which had the goal of keeping
the duchies linked and under German control through the German
Confederation. In brief, a reactionary Danish government that had just
issued its first democratic constitution in 1849 under pressure from
local liberals and revolutionaries of 1848 was involved in suppressing a
German rebellion in two of its provinces in 1848 that was supported by
reactionary Prussia (Derry 1979; Lauring 1999). It was a confused and
confusing situation, for as British statesman Lord Palmerston (17841865) noted, “The Schleswig-Holstein question is so complicated, only
three men in Europe have ever understood it. One was Prince Albert,
who is dead. The second was a German professor who went mad. I
am the third and I have forgotten all about it” (Palmerston, Thinkexist.
com, accessed September 6, 2015.) The war ended in perceived Danish
success in 1851, but many German and Danish “1848ers” fled Europe
and escaped to Wisconsin (especially Milwaukee and Madison), Iowa
(Davenport, Dubuque, and Keokuk), and Minnesota (Minneapolis),
where they left a distinctive cultural tradition devoted to socialism,
free speech, a free press, and high literacy.
The Second Slesvig War that occurred in 1864 was essentially a
rematch. Virtually no issues had been solved by the peace treaty of
1851 and the Danish constitution of November 1863 violated the terms
of the London Protocol. The rematch pitted a militant and Krupparmed Prussia, led by Moltke and Bismarck, and its ally Austria,
against Denmark. Both sides recklessly courted war, Germans in
pursuit of access to the port of Kiel in the Baltic and an eventual canal
to the North Sea for the German fleet and merchant marine, Danes
in a desire to firmly establish the southern boundary of Scandinavia
as a whole at the Eider River. The result was a military disaster for
Denmark and, eventually, a very harsh peace treaty that resulted in a
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massive refugee movement to escape the “Prussianization” of Slesvig.
Of an estimated population of 150,000 Danes in North Slesvig, 50,000
left between 1864 and 1920 in what we are calling for present purposes
the “Danish Diaspora.” Key motivating factors behind the diaspora
were enforced language change in schools and churches, drafting
of young men into the hated Prussian army, and property laws that
allowed Danes to sell their property, but only to Germans.
Most emigrants from the area went to the United States. They
formed a band of Danish settlements from Wisconsin, Michigan,
Illinois, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, South Dakota and North Dakota,
and eventually to Washington. The rich farm soil of Iowa and boom
conditions in the Iowa lumber milling towns along the Mississippi
were especially alluring to Danish settlers.

Immigrants came to the western Iowa settlement area in three
major waves: the first wave (the true Danish diaspora, largely from
Slesvig) lasting from the late 1860s into the 1870s, the second from
1880 to 1890, and a third wave from 1900 to 1910. An additional wave
of immigrants began arriving in the United States starting in the
1950s and continues to the present, with immigrants often settling
in New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles. Many communities and
neighborhoods of Danish ethnicity in the United States were fairly
quickly assimilated into the mainstream culture.
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Pottawattamie

Audubon

Cass

The communities that sustained and maintained their ethnic
heritage most saliently and energetically were Shelby and Audubon
Counties in western Iowa. In this paper we will examine the
sociolinguistic factors of social and cultural sustainability that
facilitated the survival of this remote outpost of Danish culture.
Methods
Ethnographic participant observation: This longitudinal observational
study was an anthropological participant observation over a fiftyyear period. This investigation has recently been extended by the first
author’s invited membership in 2013 on the Board of Directors of the
Museum of Danish America in Elk Horn, Iowa.
Analytic approach: This analysis will focus on the sociolinguistic
correlation between speech acts/practices and social groups. We will
use the approaches of ethnolinguist John Gumperz to social identity
captured by his work in the ethnography of communication and
sociolinguistics.
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Results
Code switching: Code switching can be defined in the present context
as switching from English to Danish and vice versa, and was common
in this area for emphasis, for masking of delicate conversational
content from children, or most typically for comedic eﬀect between
adults. As time progressed, the code switching activity per se served
to define ethnic identity in the community.
At the time of the first three Danish migrations, the Danish
language in Denmark was still split into several distinct dialects (most
notably the Copenhagen dialect, the south Jutland dialect, and the
north Jutland dialect, among others). Although Danish disappeared
from Lutheran church services among immigrants in the 1930s and is
rarely heard on the community streets now, code switching between
English and Danish has long been common as a form of ethnic
identification.
As an example of code switching under the pressure of dialect
variability, an anecdote tells of an eel salesman from Chicago arriving in
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Elk Horn in the 1920s to hawk his eels to local Danish Americans, who
at the time considered eel soup a great ethnic treat. Several members
of the community gathered to purchase eels from the salesman.
Unfortunately, the eel salesman was originally from Copenhagen,
and the assembled crowd was from North Slesvig, and the dialects
did not work well together. Communication failed. Frustrated, one of
the members of the crowd began yelling in English at the salesman:
“Goddammit, if you are a Dane, why don’t you talk like one?!”
Another example is one where the first author of this paper, upon
leaving a sumptious family dinner at his aunt’s house, thanked his
aunt at the door by incorrectly saying Takkete Kaﬀe (thanks for coﬀee).
His aunt then replied, with sarcasm dripping like brown gravy from
every English word, “Oh, was coﬀee all that you had?” The correct
exit line would have been Tak for mad (thanks for the meal).
In a further instance there was the new Lutheran minister
assigned to the Danish Lutheran Church in Hamlin, Iowa. He was a
fine, elderly gentleman of grace and strength who led his congregation
well; nevertheless, his Danish roots and language skills were suspect
despite his characteristic Danish last name. On a given Sunday the
announcement had to be made for the annual aebleskiver (pancake
balls) supper in the church basement, an event much appreciated by
the Iowa Danes. In making the announcement from the pulpit the
relatively new minister managed to mispronounce all four syllables
of the name for the spherical pancake. The congregation roared with
laughter at the embarrassed man of God, until he managed to mumble
a few words about not having bumped into this type of pancake
before.
Finally, there was the example of the family guests from Jutland,
Denmark and the local family picnic in their honor in a lovely country
park in the mid 1970s. During the picnic one of the Iowa Danes and
one of the Denmark Danes learned that they both knew the same
Danish children’s game song, and proceeded to take turns singing the
entire song with alternating verses in Danish, to the delight of the
onlookers. Unfortunately, a few minutes later one of the Danish Danes
asked who was the man at the picnic who did not seem to understand
any Danish at all. The singing Iowa Dane answered that it was
because he was German American and had married into the family.
The Danish Dane then answered in Danish, “Well then, we can call
him a dirty dog.” Feelings remained very hard between the Danes and
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Germans for many decades after the Slesvig wars and the First and
Second World Wars. The singing Iowa Dane then answered in Danish
to the Denmark Dane, “What you need is a taste of the whip!” (piske!).
The singing Iowa Dane and the German American fellow were close
personal friends.
Patronymic placing: This ancient Danish practice involved children
having the last name of their father. For example, Jens the son of
Mads would be known as Jens Madsen. Sigurd the son of Jens
would be known as Sigurd Jensen. Thus last names would change
in each generation. In 1856 the Danish government abolished the
patronymic system. Today a vast number of Danish names end with
“-sen.” Jensens, Nielsens, Hansens, Petersens, Jorgensens, Sorensens,
Madsens, Christensens, Simonsens, and Olsens abound in Denmark,
and in the Elk Horn and Kimballton area.
The Danish tendency for storytelling (see below), especially at
the traditional late evening meal or “natmad” when relatives and
friends visited, was often confused by patronymics in terms of who
the story was being told about. It became necessary to “place” the
person sociolinguistically within the Danish American community so
that the story could continue. Nicknames proliferated as a solution to
the placing problem.
As a simple example, we can provide the story of “Mike Jorgensen
and His Hat.” At a rural party a man named Mike Jorgensen started
fighting with several other attendees. Eventually his opponents
knocked him down and inserted his head and arms between the
wooden spokes of a wagon wheel, pinning him, and asked him if he
would now go home. Each query Mike ignored, but simply stated: “I
want my hat.” After numerous rounds of this, someone in the crowd
asked if Mike would go home if they got him his hat. He answered
in the aﬃrmative, received his hat, and then went home. Hence he
was known as “Fighting Mike Jorgensen,” among the many Mike
Jorgensens in the community in the 1920s. Other examples were
“Chris Christensen the carpenter” as opposed to “Chris Christensen
the scalper (livestock dealer)” or “Nels Lauritsen the painter” as
opposed to “Nels Lauritsen the blacksmith.”
Storytelling: Even to this day the emphasis on storytelling in a
ritualized format still exists among the Iowa Danes. Beginning with a
usual formulaic opening that is: “Now that is some story!” or a variant
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thereof, the opening serves to designate the speaker as holding the
floor until delivery of the story is finished.
The topics of the story are often humorous, focusing on character
and personality eccentricities of locals, recently revealed sexual
liaisons with a humorous twist, or illustrating an ethical and moral
quandary poorly solved.
For example, two men were discharged from the U.S. Navy
following World War II and met on the main street of Audubon, Iowa.
As they had not seen each other since before the war, they decided
to celebrate by running the bars. In the wee hours they attempted to
drive home, both intoxicated. They ran into a tree with their car on
the way out of town at such velocity that the front wheels of the car
were sheared oﬀ, although miraculously neither man was hurt. As
they surveyed the damage of the totally wrecked car, the driver said
to his passenger: “Aw, it’s alright…I got another car at home.”
In another example, following a horrific flood in the 1950s, many
stores and homes were flooded out. The local grocery store in one
village lost nearly everything, with much of its merchandise washed
all about town. One wag entered the damaged grocery store with a
soggy carton of Winston cigarettes in hand, and asked the proprietor if
he could trade them for a fresh carton of Camels, his preferred brand.
Over the decades, sustaining Danish heritage in Iowa was a
mission carried out by diﬀerent and overlapping Danish American
institutions. Whether it was the vigorous Danish press in America (The
Danish Pioneer, established in 1872, and the Americaletter published by
the Museum of Danish America), various religious organizations (the
Priscilla Guild, the women’s organization of the Lutheran Church),
Grundtvigian folk high schools, Danish American colleges such as
Dana in Nebraska or Grand View in Iowa, or the Danish American
Heritage Society, the social narrative (spoken and written) of the
Danish communities, especially in southwest Iowa, served to forestall
complete assimilation to the mainstream American model. The
narrative emphasized cognitive sharing and a partially populated (if
not perfectly complete) linguistic frame and Danish vocabulary (also
if not perfect understanding of high or Copenhagen Danish) that led
to a continuity unusual for such a small and often geographically
fragmented ethnic group.
In 1980 the notion of a Danish museum that captured the story of
the Danes in America began to be seriously considered. Momentum
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for such an entity grew, and in June of 1983 the Danish Immigrant
Museum, now the Danish Museum of America, in Elk Horn, Iowa,
was begun. The museum shares the legacy and continuing influence
of Danish culture as realized in the experiences and contributions
of Danish immigrants, their descendants, and the Danes living in
America. The museum has served to preserve and/or reclaim many
parts of Danish heritage, through its genealogy center, on-site
exhibits, and online databases, as well as traveling exhibits to other
museums. The artifact collection is especially prominent, including
39,300 artifact records and over 101,000 images, and is ongoing and
growing. Other Danish communities and organizations (e.g., the
Danish American Archive and Library, Roskilde Society, etc.) both in
and outside Denmark are now successfully linked electronically to
the Danish Museum of America and are part of the ongoing story of
sustainability and belonging, and Danish interns from Denmark are
continuously trained at the museum.
Summary
The Danish American speech community of western Iowa has
relied on diﬀerent mechanisms of social narrative to secure personal
and community identity and sustain itself. Through a sociolinguistic
analysis, this paper describes this process at both the personalinteractive and national level. The implication of this analysis is that
the social and cultural sustainability of small communities, refugee
communities, or marginal communities can be enhanced by a simple
process of encouraging verbal and written narrative when and where
possible. When interactive narrative remains strong and is valued, the
linkages of community, public health, and community mission are
continually reinforced.
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Saving the American Farmer:
The Impact of Danish Agricultural Practices on
American Policy Direction
by Byron Rom-Jensen
2015 Bodtker Grant Recipient
“We are not Denmark.”1 This assertion by former Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton during a national debate in early 2016 as a
retort to Senator Bernie Sanders’ calls to learn from Denmark evoked
little surprise. The greater surprise was, in fact, that the discussions
of Denmark had gone this far. It certainly seemed remarkable
when Sanders, shortly after announcing his presidential candidacy,
praised Scandinavian social programs in areas such as childcare and
education, and encouraged Americans to learn from these policies.
Such a pronouncement ran counter to traditional path-dependent
explanations for American domestic policy, according to which
government programs developed as solutions to national issues
unique to the United States. By advocating the adoption of policies
implemented abroad, Sanders was recognizing the commonality of
American problems with global conditions. As his unlikely model,
Bernie Sanders chose Denmark, even though the size and homogeneity
of the nation radically demarcated it from the United States.2 Press
reports have made these distinctions even clearer, emphasizing the
political distance of radical “socialist Scandinavia” from the orthodoxy
of capitalist America.3
The wary public response to Sanders’ calls to study Denmark
highlights the obstacles facing those who advocate transnational
policy study and adoption, especially from the small Nordic countries.
The distances—geographic, demographic, and ideological—between
Scandinavia and the United States have often been held up as major
impediments not only to successful implementation, but even to the
very idea of looking abroad. That Sanders should choose to highlight
Scandinavian social policy as a major plank in his reform message
therefore seems unexpected under the traditional rules of national
American politics.
Yet, if one reflects back on the early decades of the twentieth
century, the popularity of Denmark as a policy model becomes less
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unexpected and singular. The smallest Scandinavian nation has a
historical precedent for exciting the American political imagination
and encouraging discussions of transfer. Writers and scholars have
previously explored instances where Danish cultural and social
products entered the United States in a process of adaptation and
transformation. The Bridge: Journal of the Danish American Heritage Society
has contributed to this scholarship, furthering our understanding of
Denmark’s place in a transnational world. Kirstin Bouwsema’s study,
presented in The Bridge in 2010, of the eﬀorts by Danish immigrants
to transplant cooperative practices to the Alberta province of Canada
demonstrates a particularly Danish contribution in a field that
traditionally has received only broad treatments.4 Moreover, The
Bridge has given the Danish folk high schools (folkehøjskoler) an even
more expansive treatment, painting their history in the United States
in both general and personal strokes.5 Such articles are invaluable
for tracking the international spread of Danish sub-statist programs,
understanding their successes and, more often, the obstacles that
obstructed realization of their goals. However, in doing so, most
accounts have glossed over why such programs were brought to
America in the first place, assuming their practicality and desirability
to be a universal phenomenon. What led Americans to look beyond
their own borders to the small Scandinavian country of Denmark,
the goals and purpose of studying successful Danish programs, are
of equal importance in understanding transnational policy adoption.
It was more than just the nostalgia of Danish Americans or the local
success of Danish programs that motivated the transplantation process.
Rather, the domestic agricultural conditions within the United States
were critical in influencing Americans, especially during the 1920s, to
seek out Danish examples in the first place.
In this article, I do not propose to look at the degree to which
Danish programs were successful in the United States, but rather why
Americans sought to learn lessons from Denmark in the first place.
After all, understanding the results of Danish programs in America
is impossible without first recognizing what Americans hoped to
achieve through such programs. Domestic pull factors—linked with
the economic, social, and political instability of rural populations—are
just as important as the push factors of Danish agricultural recovery
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries for understanding
the willingness of Americans to transplant Danish institutions.6
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Observing and learning from Danish practices was a response to the
desperation of American intellectuals, who believed, not incorrectly,
they were witnessing the passing of the independent farmer from the
modern capitalist stage. Looking to Denmark was motivated by more
than just the migration of Danish immigrants or the curiosity of a few
intellectuals. In truth, for those Americans with both an international
outlook and sympathy for agriculture, Danish innovations represented
the best means of preserving, and even saving, American democracy
in the new century.
The Postwar Depression
Victory in World War I seemed to signal the beginning of a new,
prosperous future for the United States. The nation had avoided
much of the destruction of economic infrastructure and human capital
that stripped the European combatants bare, and wartime experience
demonstrated the potentials for American production. While industry
quickly turned towards civilian manufacture, thereby maintaining
its capacity, agriculture faced reduced demand and structural
inadequacies. Despite the economy hitting a general peak in January
1920, an economic downturn in 1918 followed by a dramatic drop in
agricultural prices in June 1920 pushed the agricultural sector towards
crisis.7
Wartime demand for American crops naturally inflated the value
of agricultural products. New mechanical tools and fertilizers helped
boost output in response to the artificially enlarged demand, and
the farmers profited. By the end of the war, however, farmers were
producing too much for markets to absorb. Both domestically and
internationally, peacetime meant greatly reduced sales of American
foodstuﬀs, in particular wheat, corn, pork, and beef.8 From their peak
in January 1920, prices fell by almost half by the end of the year.9
In addition to reduced demand, the indebtedness of American
farmers, including soldiers who had returned from the war and
borrowed money to purchase land, exacerbated the deteriorating
situation. The demand for land increased farm values, so those wanting
to own their own small farm had to pay dearly for a piece of property.
When crop prices fell in June 1920, the eﬀect was dramatic. Interest
payments on mortgage-backed loans used to buy land rose at the
same time that property values fell by almost thirty percent, leaving
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many farmers “upside down” on debt-to-value ratios, a situation not
unlike the housing crisis of 2008-12. Selling the farm to pay the bank
debt was not a viable solution if the property could not be sold for
enough money to cover the debt.10 Desperate to pay oﬀ their creditors,
farmers tried to produce even more, inadvertently depressing prices
further.11 As the crisis deepened, an alarming number of farms faced
foreclosure and short sales, thereby turning the inhabitants into
tenant farmers. The “curse” of tenancy clashed with the ideal of the
individualistic American farmer,12 and worried observers speculated
that “landlordism and tenancy seem the inevitable companions of
industrialized growth.”13 Thus, it seemed that the subjugation of the
agricultural classes was inescapable under the grinding of the modern
state and its industrial economy.
Concurrent with economic problems, the rural community also
faced systemic deficiencies in its educational system. American social
psychologist Orville Gilbert Brim lamented the “injustice to the
rural child,” who left school immature and untrained.14 Among the
numerous causes for this deficiency, most immediate was a lack of
resources, especially in the American South. According to a New York
Times graph using census data from 1932, ten states in the South, from
Louisiana to Virginia, spent only $31-$51 per student over the course
of their education. This contrasted sharply with more industrialized
parts of the nation, where, for example, school systems in New York
spent about three times as much as the Cotton Belt states, around
$127-$158 per student.15
The lack of resources to support public education resulted in
inexperienced and undertrained teachers using inadequate teaching
materials. In 1931, Brim calculated that the average salary of teachers
in one-room schools was only $700 per year,16 although that number
could be much lower. During a 1924 therapeutic sojourn to Warm
Springs, Georgia, Franklin D. Roosevelt was approached by a
nineteen-year old principal of a local school, who asked the future
president to dedicate a schoolhouse. Roosevelt was shocked, both by
the boy’s age and the fact that the principal earned only $300 a year.
Realizing that the three teachers also working at the schoolhouse must
be earning even less, Roosevelt asked himself, “Why do they have
to pay that low scale of wages?”17 He was not the only one voicing
that question. According to academic observers like Brim, the result
of such deficiencies was a rural population that had lost both a sense
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of community and an individual incentive for improvement. This
social stasis, described by Joseph Hart as “The Paralysis of the Social
Mind,” threatened to displace the farmer economically, socially, and
politically in the new United States.18
In order to rectify these problems and restore American farmers’
sense of initiative and value, intellectuals turned to a small nation
at Europe’s northern edge, a nation with less than three percent
of the United States’ population. Against each of these forms of
displacement—economic, social, and political—Denmark became the
model of the modern agricultural state.
Organizing the Producers
In 1922, in the wake of plummeting prices, increasing indebtedness,
and numerous foreclosures that were already creating panic in the
United States, policymakers scrambled for a solution. The resulting
congressional legislation was Public Law 67–146, known as the
Capper–Volstead Act. The act was a culmination of a long struggle
that freed agriculture from antitrust laws, allowing farmers to pool
their resources for the purpose of cooperative marketing, pricing, and
selling.19 Prior to the Capper-Volstead Act, farmers acting cooperatively
were liable for prosecution under illegal organization and price fixing
laws.20 This left farmers dependent on third-party middlemen to
deliver their products to market, further undercutting agricultural
profits. While cooperatives were already well established by the time
the legislation was enacted, with more than one thousand active
farmer cooperatives by 1890,21 such cooperatives had necessarily been
small operations, which were not particularly successful in promoting
greater prosperity or equitable treatment for farmers more generally.
In 1922, with the Capper-Volstead Act, the tide seemed to finally turn
and agricultural cooperatives had a federal mandate legitimizing
their existence.
In contrast to the situation in the United States, agricultural
cooperation in Denmark was not facing an uphill battle for recognition
in 1920. Producer cooperatives, as Americans called such joint ventures
among farmers, had already been a boon for the tens of thousands
of small farmers across the country. While American cooperatives
were small ventures with low growth rates, the Danish cooperatives
transformed the economy of the nation.22 Based on Rochdale
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principles from Britain, Danish cooperatives emphasized democratic
membership, education, and independence. By the First World War,
more than 1,200 dairy cooperatives existed in Denmark.23 By 1936,
more than ninety percent of Danish farmers belonged to cooperative
dairies and seventy percent to cooperative slaughterhouses.24
The success of Danish cooperatives attracted Americans in search
of inspiration for their own movement. In 1916, The Washington
Post called for Americans to learn from examples of cooperation
in Denmark, where the system had found its “highest state of
development.”25 Two years later, The Christian Science Monitor linked
cooperation to the successful production of wheat, which rested on a
foundation of friendly credit associations where farmers could loan
money for agricultural purposes.26 Both aspects, wheat production
and money lending, were becoming increasingly pressing issues for
American farmers. Newspaper attention coincided with study trips
to Denmark by academics eager to learn modern farming theory.
Waldemar Westergaard, a UCLA history professor with Danish
roots, found Denmark to be “perhaps the foremost agricultural
country in the world.”27 In contrast to the wasteful practices of the
Midwest, Westergaard lauded the modern and “scientific” Danish
agricultural practices, which had brought prosperity even to the
humble farmers of Jutland. Along with these practices, Danish laws
permitting and encouraging cooperation were at the heart of this new
agricultural eﬃciency. In Westergaard’s opinion, the promise of rural
“organization” to inspire a “cooperative, solidaristic consciousness
in the countryside” would help it match the productivity of the
industrialized cities.28
Following the passage of Capper-Volstead, the stream of American
visitors to Denmark became steadier, as the validation of cooperatives
gave new impetus for the exploration of Danish models. Crowding
into the small nation, American observers could not help tripping over
each other. Professor E. C. Branson came across fellow traveler Olive
Dame Campbell while touring Denmark, while also hearing news
that an unnamed representative of the Department of Agriculture
was in town.29 This may have been Chris L. Christensen, a young
agricultural economist, whose study tour of Denmark coincided with
Branson’s visit. Christensen’s grandfather had first come to the United
States in the 1880s, settling in Nebraska. Danish heritage remained
strong in Christensen’s family, and, after attending Nebraska State
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Agricultural College, Christensen left for Denmark to study at the
University of Copenhagen before eventually completing his education
at Harvard.30 The findings from Christensen’s tour of Denmark were
published as a bulletin by the Department of Agriculture entitled
“Agricultural Cooperation in Denmark.” The popular pamphlet
praised cooperatives for making Danish agriculture eﬃcient,
modern, and high quality.31 Furthermore, Christensen declared that
“the great fundamental contribution” of Danish cooperatives was
that they had “adjusted production to meet the two demands of the
market—the established consumer’s market demand as to quantity,
and the standard market demand as to quality. A fundamental basis
for eﬃcient marketing, with costs reduced to the minimum, is thus
provided.”32 Such a system promised to rectify the overproduction
that had destroyed the market for American agriculture and make
farmers less dependent on price-gouging middlemen.
Christensen’s role in promoting Danish
cooperatives increased in 1926, when
Congress passed the Cooperative Marketing
Act, which expanded and further clarified
Capper-Volstead. The legislation legalized
the exchange of ideas and information
among cooperative associations beyond
simply pricing of goods, and further
defined which agriculturalists qualified for
exemptions from antitrust legislation as
a “producer.”33 Experts in both Denmark
and the United States had long viewed the
exchange of information among cooperative
Chris L. Christensen
members and through expert lectures as
an essential requisite for agricultural success.34 The Act also created
the Division of Cooperative Marketing within the Department of
Agriculture, a unit dedicated to conducting and disseminating
research among America’s agricultural colleges and cooperatives.
The Secretary of Agriculture approved Chris Christensen to head this
division, with the explicit purpose of reviewing both domestic and
foreign cooperative experiences.35
A year into this post, Christensen published another complimentary
account of the Danish cooperatives in the American-Scandinavian
Review. More explicitly than in his previous pamphlet, Christensen
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described the United States as fifty years behind the advancements of a
reinvigorated Denmark. Christensen declared that cooperatives were
not an end in themselves, but were primarily interested in increasing
profits for farmers. He described the relationship between marketing
and production as the cornerstone of Danish successes and its greatest
lesson for America. Christensen insisted that American farmers
needed a similar link between production and the market in order
to become as dynamic and profitable as their Danish counterparts.36
Cooperatives had value as a means of securing this connection.

Barrels of cooperatively-produced Lurpak Butter
ready for transport.

Christensen would continue to champion cooperatives
throughout his tenure in government. In 1929, Christensen became
secretary of the newly formed Federal Farm Board, created to promote
self-help among farmers.37 At Christensen’s request, the Division of
Cooperative Marketing and its staﬀ were integrated into the new
Board. Christensen remained in this post for two years, giving regular
radio talks regarding agricultural and farming topics. For his final
radio message in 1931, Christensen chose to relate the experience
of the agricultural cooperative movement, a story, he declared,
“of progress.” In his radio program, Christensen detailed how the
American cooperative movement had entered a new stage in 1920,
developing large-scale cooperative marketing associations. Now it
was time for a final push: the creation of “a permanent and successful
cooperative marketing system.” “Nothing,” Christensen urged, “is
more fundamental to the welfare of the farmers.”38
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Socializing the Farmer
The lack of economic unity among farmers was not the only
threat that experts on the American rural situation were working to
overcome. Intellectuals bemoaned the “ignorance and isolation” of
the rural population, who were victims of a lack of resources and antiliterary customs.39 Such criticisms turned the traditionally “sturdy,
independent and rugged” values of the farmer and agricultural
laborer,40 so often cherished as marking the exceptionality of America,
into something degenerate and obtuse. This image of backwardness
revealed deep discord between the mostly middle- and upperclass reformers, the priorities of the government, and the farmers
themselves. Wil Lou Gray, a crusading reformer from South Carolina,
wrote to a friend about the cuts to public school appropriations,
complaining, “I don’t feel that our State will ever progress very much
until as a State we value education.”41 Gray’s testimony reveals a
common diagnosis of the South as possessing particularly persistent
troubles with rural schooling. Southern farm tenancy dragged down
productivity and a lack of trained agricultural experts marred existing
institutions.42 Thus, it was with the South in mind that many reformminded intellectuals searched for answers.
However, no singular plan would universally increase the literacy
and intellect of the often broadly defined “agricultural class;” therefore,
a plethora of diﬀerent solutions became necessary. Some experts and
reformists took a long-sighted approach by seeking to increase the
resources dedicated to rural schools to assist future generations.
However, improving rural schools still left the majority of the rural
population, long past the age of primary education, set in their ways.
This situation was unacceptable to many reformers, as the cyclical
nature of ignorance meant that “illiteracy begets illiteracy.”43 Illiteracy
limited the emergence of agricultural leaders capable of preserving
“rural values” against cultural pressures of modern civilization.44
Therefore, reformers also discussed and utilized measures for adult
education—including agricultural vocational schools and night
schools—to create a self-improving agrarian society. Yet, each of
these institutions had to be fashioned anew in the context of the new
century. To do so, Americans looked abroad.
For educational reformers struggling to resolve America’s illiteracy
problem, Denmark presented an intriguing model. Since 1814, all
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Danish children learned under compulsory education laws, with set
standards for teaching across the nation. This led to an increase in
the quality of rural teaching and school attendance. By 1921, 275,000
students attended village schools, out of a population of 3,267,831.45
The result over the next century, according to American observers,
was a decline in illiteracy and a “universal diﬀusion of intelligence.”46
Agricultural schools meanwhile instilled a sense of “self-help,”47
which, like the cooperative movement, taught farmers to figure and
negotiate prices.48 However, most attractive to American desires for
enlightened, innovative, and industrious farming communities were
the Danish folk high schools (folkehøjskoler).
Founded on the principles of Lutheran pastor Nikolai Frederik
Severin Grundtvig, the Danish folk high schools combined a form of
spiritual revivalism with cultural nationalism.49 Thus, the Grundtvigian
folk high schools opened up intellectual learning environments in the
center of agrarian spaces, focusing more on the development of selfexpression, curiosity, and innovation, rather than classical or technical
learning. 50 Especially appealing was the emphasis on local and rural
culture, which promised to bridge the historical disconnect between
traditional teaching methods and agrarian communities. Americans
visiting the folk high schools observed that these programs could
“help to educate and organize the lower-class, ‘common man’ of
Depression-era America”51 by inspiring a culture of cooperation and
compromise among rural populations.
Although American interest in the Danish folk high schools
seemed to surge in the 1920s with the failing agricultural economy,
initial recognition of the program’s benefits actually began decades
prior to the Great Depression, even before American entry into World
War I. In 1896, Philander Claxton, a professor of pedagogy and
German at the North Carolina State Normal and Industrial College,
discovered the folk high schools on a trip to Denmark,52 and pursued
this interest when he became the U.S. Commissioner of Education in
1911. Between 1914 and 1916, the Bureau of Education published four
separate bulletins on education in Denmark, three of them written by
Harold Waldstein Foght, who toured Scandinavia at Claxton’s request.
Born in Norway in 1869, Foght migrated to Ord, Nebraska with
his family by the time he was in high school. His work with various
midwestwern colleges, distinguished him as an expert on rural
education.53 In 1912, Foght was serving as a specialist for the Bureau of
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Education and was tapped by Claxton, along with two other experts,
to participate in a research trip abroad.54 Thus, in the winter of 1912,
Foght found himself on a boat back to Scandinavia with a mission to
report on Danish rural educational practices.
Upon arrival, the Americans met with Danish educational oﬃcials
and toured school facilities across the country. Foght was impressed
by Danish educational provisions to rejuvenate and motivate
rural populations, as he made clear in his first report. The report
described the Danish educational system’s success at encouraging
intelligence among the peasantry and instilling a “love of soil tilling
as a life calling.” There were moral benefits to be had too, through the
“building of noble character and in stimulating to a loftier idealism.”55
Such idealism seemed to contrast with the individualistic and
material focus of American society. The report further identified the
high schools as a central part in the Danish agrarian enlightenment,
thereby making their transfer to the United States a necessary
counterweight to the educational deterioration of the “great industrial
transition going on about us.”56 Foght repeated this conviction in his
next bulletin, citing the folk high school, suitably modified, as an ideal
solution for solving the exploitation, backwardness, and illiteracy of
rural America. Even the failure of previous Danish folk high schools
in America, created for Americans of Danish lineage, did not bother
Foght, as he evaluated that non-ethnocentric schools would not be
plagued by the same issues.57 Instead, the folk high schools were the
means to create “a vision-giving breadth of culture” that Foght found so
lacking among American farmers.58
The popularity of Foght’s reports encouraged Claxton to release a
supplemental report in 1916 written by Iowan pastor Martin Hegland,
the fourth report released by the Bureau of Education on Danish folk
high schools. Hegland, who had written his PhD thesis on “The Danish
People’s High School,”59 was more conservative in his estimation of
the viability of the folk high school in America, but still determined
that “the raising of the entire cultural level of the plain people…is
good for any country.”60
The declaration of war in 1917 put American interest in rural
intelligence and culture on hold, but, as the fighting concluded and
the largely untouched United States and Denmark settled into periods
of prosperity, the movement toward reform slowly reemerged. The
initial responses to the agricultural crisis of 1920 seemed to inspire
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economic rather than social solutions, but by the end of the 1920s, the
Danish folk high schools were again viewed as important educational
models, among both theoretical and practical reformers. For the
former, Danish folk high schools were institutions of progressive
educational and democratic principles. Among its theoretical
proponents, Edgar Wallace Knight and Joseph Kinmont Hart, both
of whom published books on the subject in 1927, were particularly
important for integrating folk high schools into American concepts of
adult education.
Both Knight, a very productive historian of education at the
University of North Carolina, and Branson, a controversial professor
of education who had lost his previous position after calls for the
democratization of the university, were optimistic about the potential
for educational reform. 61 Knight believed that the countryside
surrounding Chapel Hill, North Carolina demonstrated that tenancy
and economic conflict created mutual distrust and misdirected
energies, a “handicap [on] spiritual and intellectual interests.”62 Hart
concurred, arguing that only new modes of thinking could, “save
the world from destruction.”63 Both educators identified Danish
educational practices, which inspired self-reliance and initiative for
individuals and communities, as the solution. Their accounts idealized
the Danish folk high school for decoupling education and schooling,
leading to a process of lifelong learning and growth. Despite a shared
belief that America could learn from Denmark, the pair diﬀered on
where the reform should be implemented first. Loyal to his native
communities, Hart insisted that the benefits of Danish reforms could
be felt in North Carolina in a matter of decades.64 Knight, while not
explicitly disagreeing with the choice of geography, insisted that a
start in an already prosperous agricultural community would create a
better chance for success. 65 Yet, both certainly would have agreed that
there was “no longer any reason why Americans should be ignorant
of what has been, in many ways, the most remarkable education
development of the modern world.”66
The work of Hart and Knight contributed to a growing American
recognition of rural education and rural culture in Denmark, which, as
Mildred H. McAfee acknowledged in reviewing Hart, “has attracted
much attention.”67 Another reviewer grouped the combined works
of Hart, Knight, and E. C. Branson into a portrait of the Danish folk
high schools that served as a lesson for America.68 However, Hart and
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Knight wrote primarily from a theoretical standpoint. It was up to
others to implement their visions.
Although folk high schools had been sporadically established in
America for decades, the most prominent symbol of their expansion
into U.S. communities was the John C. Campbell School. Created
in the image of the Danish folk high schools, the Campbell School
scrapped grades and examinations for discussions and activities
meant to enhance the “collective identity” of its students. John
Campbell, a young scholar teaching in rural Alabama, determined
this lack of community feeling, which had been replaced with a deeprooted “extreme individualism,”
was the major impediment
to the Southern Highlands.69
New
communication
and
transportation technologies had
opened the region, also known
as Appalachia, to the rest of the
United States to an unprecedented
degree, but also left it susceptible
to outside capital and power. In
October 1908, Philander Claxton
alerted John Campbell and his
new wife, Olive Dame Campbell,
to a potential solution for
promoting rural collective bonds,
Olive Dame Campbell at the John C.
the Danish folk high school, but
Campbell Folk School.
the outbreak of war prevented
the Campbells from studying these schools in person. After John
Campbell passed away in 1919, Olive Campbell visited Denmark in
1922 on an American-Scandinavian Foundation grant,70 and became
fascinated, like many educators before her, with the intelligence and
cultural unity of the Danish farmers. Olive Campbell founded the
John C. Campbell School in Brasstown, North Carolina in 1925.
Campbell’s choice of the “South Atlantic Highlands” to test run a
Danish-styled folk high school was based on her assessment that the
need for cultural education in this area was most acute.71 In a book
of her travel experiences published in 1928, Campbell surmised that
America’s poor rural areas were stuck with “the failure of our ordinary
educational methods to build up country life,”72 and that, without
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immediate reform, its farmers would fall deeper into poverty and
tenancy. The Danish folk high schools, with their focus on community
spirit over grades, seemed perfectly suited for the traditionally
competitive people of the Highlands.73 The dual eﬀect of such a
spirit would be “to make a satisfying life, socially and economically,
in the mountains.”74 Campbell believed the economic life would
resemble Denmark’s, since the school planned to foster Appalachian
understanding of “the ideals and practice of cooperation.”75
In practice, however, Appalachia proved more resistant to
“enlightenment” than expected. When Danish ideas of modern
cooperative farming practice and agriculture did not catch on as hoped,
Campbell took the step of directly transporting Danish folk high
school staﬀ to run the school’s cooperative enterprises.76 Eventually
the Campbell School found some level of success, promoting and
preserving Appalachian traditions and handicrafts like whittling,
and fostering a people confident in their culture and society, thereby
defining “the borders of Appalachia.”77
Although the initiative to transplant Danish educational practices
to America survived the Great Depression, later attempts, such as the
Highlander Folk School in Tennessee or Chris L. Christensen’s Danishstyle courses as Dean of the College of Agriculture at the University
of Wisconsin, produced varying results.78 Nonetheless, the idea of the
Danish folk high school became ingrained in American thought as a
solution to rural backwardness. Throughout the rest of the twentieth
century, Americans would sporadically present Danish folk high
schools as transferable solutions for domestic educational problems.79
Yet it was only in these earliest attempts of the 1920s that reformers
could dream of changing the very nature of American rural society.
Politicizing Agriculture
The economic and social problems connected with American
agriculture posed a substantial obstacle that reformers had to
overcome to improve the welfare of rural communities. Nonetheless,
as important and intransigent as these problems were, most observers
also recognized that they only represented symptoms of an even
broader potential threat to the American farmer: his complete political
evisceration. Industrialization, the introduction of new transportation
technologies, and the centralization of political activity left small
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farmers increasingly disenfranchised and unable to represent their
interests in both local and national politics. Lacking the necessary
tools for political participation in the twentieth century, in particular
a “solid network of group identifications and easy access to masscommunications media,” turnout in rural voting districts decreased
in the period 1920-32.80 Descriptions of farmers as the “backbone
of any national election” rang progressively hollower. The nadir of
agricultural influence came in 1924, when Calvin Coolidge, who
had largely dropped farmers from his platform even before vetoing
the McNary-Haugen agriculture subsidies bill, defeated Robert
La Follette’s farmer-oriented bid for the White House.81 Farmers
became the “sick man of America,”82 no longer represented among
the dominant voices in government. This political isolation rendered
farmers’ protests of the deteriorating conditions of rural communities
“spontaneous, informal, and short-lived.”83 Such eﬀorts as were
made did little to reaﬃrm agrarian voices in national or even state
policymaking, leaving agrarian communities disheartened and
politically impotent.84
A pervasive sense of agriculture’s political deterioration ran
throughout the 1920s, and its mood factored into studies of Danish
innovations. Cooperatives, rural education, land reform, and modern
farming devices presented an ideal vision of how farmers could protect
and express their political rights in a democracy. In Denmark, farmers
were traditionally aligned with the Danish Liberal party (Venstre),
where they maintained political capital in the central government
despite increasing migration to urban areas. By 1923, many farmers
became dissatisfied with their traditional alliance, so the Danish
Farmer’s Union created the Farmer’s Party to demand lower taxes
and higher social benefits.85 Although too few farmers defected from
Venstre for the Farmer’s Party to gain parliamentary representation
in 1924, it demonstrated to Americans the ability of rural populations
to define the terms of their political participation. The power of the
agricultural coalition, represented by Venstre, would result in the
1933 “Kanslergade Settlement,” the “1930’s biggest political-economic
settlement,” which guaranteed that the foundations for the modern
welfare state would be built on substantial subsidies to farmers.86
Harold Foght, having observed the Danish farmers’ political struggles,
viewed Denmark as a nation where the farmers “now practically
control the country both economically and politically.”87
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The American quest to imitate Danish agricultural strength
began by borrowing from the Danes’ toolbox of organizational and
social innovations. Cooperatives provided protection for farmers and
agricultural workers,88 giving them the opportunity to experience
firsthand the importance of “social solidarity and united action.”89 The
folk high schools trained generations of practical and intelligent rural
leaders,90 reversing the disappearance of “rural folk from positions
of influence.”91 With the vision and tools for improving agrarian life,
a new generation of leaders, raised with Danish methods, would
be capable of recognizing fundamental injustices and reversing the
“political stagnation” in their communities.92 These innovations,
generally presented as part of an intertwining and mutually
dependent “Danish model,” promised rural populations the ability
to rediscover their place as citizens. The theme of “possession,” or
more accurately “repossession,” occurred often in these narratives,
asserting that farmers must take responsibility for a nation that they
had lost.93 If the course of American economic and political history
continued unabated, observers foresaw its dark consequence: a total
and permanent displacement of the farmer in American democracy.94
This was Frederic C. Howe’s assessment in 1921, shortly after the
agricultural crash. America was “in a bad way,” Howe reflected, trapped
by “a decaying political and social system.”95 Howe, a reformer with a
long history of seeking solutions for American problems in Europe,96
found American agriculture waiting “on a program that will make
the farmer self-contained, that will enable him to control his own life,
his politics, his banks, his markets, his means of distribution.”97 The
program he observed in Denmark shared many similarities with the
findings of other American observers. Cooperatives, folk high schools,
and high rates of farm ownership all excited Howe as expressions
of the power of the peasantry. Denmark represented the “fullest”
potential of democracy, political and economic, where the people
had bent the state to serve their purposes, rather than the interests of
the privileged classes. The key, Howe reckoned, was to establish the
prosperity of the farmer, since “economic power has brought with it
political power.”98 The reverse was also true, as Howe lamented that
the American farmer with “no political power…has lost his economic
power.”99 It was not revolution that Howe urged, but a struggle
nonetheless, a seizure of political power by agriculture. It was only by
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popular control of state functions that the United States could thrive
and “the people may be free.”100
While Howe focused his eﬀorts on the plight of the entire
agricultural class, others recognized that certain ethnic groups
remained especially vulnerable in modern America. In particular,
black tenant farmers and sharecroppers in the South had long faced
the most perilous fight to protect their rights. Caught in cycles of
poverty and exploitation, these communities, many of them situated
around southern cotton fields, were “without control of their own
destinies.”101 Just like in other agricultural communities, political
resistance by black sharecroppers against their condition was informal
and individualized, targeted at specific landlords, rather than the
system as a whole.102 A great hindrance to more organized political
activity was the poor quality of black schools, which often lacked even
the resources of rural schools for whites.103 Deficiencies in education
further retarded black political activity as states in the South, starting
with Alabama in 1901, instituted literacy tests to keep blacks from
voting.104
The strongest voice in favor of black educational reform at the
turn of the century was Booker T. Washington, a former slave and
first headmaster of the Tuskegee Institute. Both at the institute and
nationally, Washington urged a plan of education for southern blacks
that emphasized “industrial arts, thrift, and Christian character to
elevate the race.”105 To uplift an entire people, a common culture
and pride had to be created as a means of activating a black political
consciousness. Travelling across Europe, Washington found
vindication of such measures in the Danish folk high schools. In a
report on his travels to Denmark, Washington reflected, “There is no
country, I am certain, not even the United States or Canada, [where]
the average farmer stands so high and exercises so large an influence
upon political and social life as he does in Denmark at the present
time.”106 Besides encouraging satisfaction with farm life, this “cultural
education” moved farmers towards a “class consciousness” and a
realization of the interdependence of their actions and rights.107 To
Washington, the conception of a cultural identity was sorely lacking
in the American South. Learning to “admire and respect their own
type” would do more for American blacks than “all the Greek and
Latin that have ever been studied by all Negroes in all the colleges in
the country.”108
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The impression that the Danish folk high schools made on
Washington was enduring, and it echoed in black intellectual
circles long after Washington’s death in 1915. In 1921, E. Franklin
Frazier, a Tuskegee Institute professor, was awarded a scholarship
by the American-Scandinavian Foundation to the University of
Copenhagen.109 Frazier’s time in Denmark included a visit to the
Roskilde Folk High School. Like Washington, Frazier viewed the
folk high school as a model for addressing racial issues in America
and ending a cycle of “poverty and dependence.” Mirroring Foght’s
description of a “love of soil tilling as a life calling,” Frazier longingly
described the sensations of “activity and feeling” that the folk
high schools added to agricultural employment. However, he also
recognized that the diﬃculties of the “Negro Question” could not
solely be blamed on deficiencies in education. Indeed, the prejudices
and hostility of whites played as great a role in limiting the progress of
blacks as a lack of resources. To demonstrate how these deep cultural
biases may be eroded, Frazier reported that the folk high schools had
dissipated Denmark’s long-standing antagonism towards its historical
rival Sweden. Similarly, the folk high school could do more than
expand the cultural solidarity of black communities, as Washington
had hoped; it could create a stronger America by promoting interracial
understanding and harmony, in the same way that Danes had learned
to respect the Swedes.110
Conclusion
The widespread American interest in Denmark of the 1920s
withered following the stock market crash of 1929. As the Depression
and a series of droughts in the Midwest deepened the crisis for
farmers, Danish sub-statist agricultural solutions were set aside
for more direct intervention, engineered through Henry Wallace’s
Department of Agriculture and Rexford Tugwell’s Agricultural
Adjustment Administration.111 Besides changing philosophies, a new,
unexpected competitor for American attention also diminished the
shine of Danish rural programs. Starting in 1932 with an article by
E. H. Markham, American interest turned from the producer-focused
techniques of Denmark to the more consumer-friendly innovations
of Sweden.112 Particularly after the publication of journalist Marquis
Childs’ book Sweden: The Middle Way, Denmark was overshadowed
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by its neighbor to the north. Neither a revision of Frederic Howe’s
book, this time with the opportunistic title Denmark: The Cooperative
Way, nor an endorsement of Denmark by reformer and consumeractivist Josephine Goldmark changed the rising Swedish tide.113
Even a presidential commission to study the European cooperatives,
beginning with Scandinavia, was couched by Franklin D. Roosevelt,
now president, as an opportunity to learn from Sweden.114 In the glare
of the “Swedish vogue,”115 Denmark played second fiddle, a side trip
during visits to admire Sweden’s consumer cooperatives and collective
bargaining. Yet in some ways, this secondary role still made Denmark
valuable to American observers abroad. In Sweden: The Middle Way,
Childs felt it necessary to take a quick jaunt across the Øresund to
describe agricultural cooperatives.116
Perhaps the ties forged between Denmark and the United States
during the 1920s were simply too strong to be completely severed by
the onset of a national economic crisis. After all, it had been during an
economic crisis, albeit a far more localized one, that these links were
forged and American interest secured. Fears about the backwardness
and isolation of America’s farming communities were the original
catalysts that brought onlookers and admirers to Denmark, drawn
by a belief that the Scandinavian nation held the secret to integrating
agriculture into a modern society. In this context, early twentiethcentury publications about Denmark oﬀered more than economic or
social lessons, but a blueprint to halt the regression of the small farmer
as a commercial and political force in the United States. Through
Danish policies building greater collectivity, economic autonomy, and
leadership skills, Americans sought to enlighten and invigorate the
farmer. The long-term goal was to create a chain of political activation
that would allow rural communities to protect their own interests
against the dangers of modern capitalism. Even Booker T. Washington
and those interested in the plight of the black rural populations,
people who had long suﬀered disenfranchisement and degradation,
framed their interest in Denmark as integrating blacks into the
established traditions of rural democracy through the creation of a
cohesive culture. In 1936, looking wistfully back on lost opportunities,
African American intellectual W.E.B. Du Bois wrote, “If the Negro
public school system had been sustained, guided and supported, the
American Negro today would equal Denmark in literacy.”117 Du Bois
was certainly not alone in his longing to see American agricultural
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communities benefit in the same manner as their foreign counterpart.
The Danish lessons applied by Americans in the 1920s as remedies
for forms of economic, social, and political displacement in rural
communities often carried with them a much higher and loftier goal:
the salvation of American democracy.
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Selected Poems by Emil Aarestrup
Translated by Jack Brondum and Peer L. Aarestrup
Carl Ludvig Emil Aarestrup (1800-56) wrote most of his poems between
1820 and 1840. Born in Copenhagen, he was orphaned at the age of seven
and raised by family friends. He studied medicine at the University of
Copenhagen, where he met his future wife, his cousin Caroline Aagard,
when she was just sixteen. After they were married, Aarestrup worked as a
doctor on Lolland and Fyn for twenty years. His oldest son, Carl Aarestrup,
immigrated to Brazil for a time before returning to Denmark and marrying
the daughter of his father’s friend, the spice merchant Christian Petersen.
Carl’s son Louis is the maternal great-grandfather of Peer L. Aarestrup.
These translations are the product of a twenty-year collaboration between
the Copenhagen-based writer Peer L. Aarestrup and his close friend, Jack
Brondum of Minneapolis, who paired his professional work in public health
with his love of the Danish language and culture. Over the years, Peer and
Jack would meet in Minneapolis or Copenhagen, translating, negotiating,
and looking for new perspectives, always with pleasure and enthusiasm,
determined to create the sublime text. They wanted to honor the old giant with
the erotic quill by doing their best facing the diﬃculties. This process took
long time, needed many breaks, discussions, adjustments, reconsiderations
– over and over again, until a few days before Jack’s death from prostate
cancer in July 2016. Peer’s novel, Vejen til Emil Aarestrup (The Road to Emil
Aarestrup) and a bilingual edition of their translations of Emil Aarestrup’s
poems were published in Denmark in 2016, but the translators gave The
Bridge special permission to reprint selected poems from the collection for
our readers.
Preface: Love’s Long Arc
The name of the Danish physician and poet Emil Aarestrup is
associated with sensual, erotic poetry in which a sharp, anatomical
eye for the beauty of the human body is joined with a profound
narrative about love in a single embrace. In Aarestrup’s works the
body comes alive. His erotic gaze is ever-present as a layer of desire
in his work, just as his sense of the all-inclusive joy of the embrace
conceptualizes pleasure of an explosive and outrageous kind. This was
incompatible with the puritanical petit-bourgeois self-restraint and
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human isolation of the period in which he wrote. This celebration of
the erotic permeates his poetry with a modern consciousness of man’s
sensual nature, independent of time and space. In Aarestrup’s work,
we encounter a poet of Denmark’s Golden Age breaking through the
social mores of his time and writing himself onto the European poetic
stage.
As the father of thirteen children, Aarestrup didn’t have a great
deal of free time, but he carved out time to write poetry. Aarestrup
published two volumes of poetry—the first, Digte (Poems) appeared
in 1838, while the second Efterladte Digte (Posthumous Poems) were
published in 1863, seven years after his death. Denmark’s literary
elites didn’t appreciate Aarestrup’s innovative works during his life,
but he was an important forerunner to the Danish symbolist poet
Sophus Claussen. He wrote a few political poems, but most of them
were amorous poems. As a doctor he often designed his poems as a
unity of body and soul where “her elbow” goes hand in hand with
“her soul,” as in the poem “Der er en sjæl i denne Albu” (There is
a Soul in this Elbow). Several women functioned as his poetic muse
throughout his life: not only his wife, Caroline, but also Sophie
Hansen, the poet Christian Winther’s betrothed, who inspired the
poem “Til en veninde” (To a Friend).
This collection includes selected poems for English speakers, taken
from both volumes of Aarestrup’s poetry and his unpublished works.
The translators have not attempted to make representative choices, nor
have they striven for absolute fidelity to the original rhyme and verse
form (e.g., the ritornella, the sonnet), although fidelity to rhythm was
maintained in most cases. Rather, we have focused on the sensual in
Aarestrup’s writing and the rich metaphorical language that “shakes
one’s limbs” and “makes one absolutely giddy” (Aarestrup). The
reader will judge whether we have succeeded. The translations may
be of interest for students of language and literature at educational
institutions, e.g., high schools, higher education preparatory
academies, and institutions of higher education interested in working
simultaneously in more than one language.
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1. As in sacred mortal combat
As in sacred mortal combat
My young heart pounds And you’ve at last let fall
Your dying sense of decorum.
From the dark lightning-laden skies
That are your lovely eyes
One sees ‘mid the tears only
A yearning ether-ribbon.
My voice smothered, my gasps
As deep as a chasm, hoarse And you - even your lips’
Silvery chime near breaking.
Oh entwined lives, Gulhyndy,
Now approaching extinction Amor itself terrified
At sight of your eyes closing.
He rushes with his torch Well aware of the danger With heavenly haste, gently
A third life he ignites.
2. Forestlonely
Through the birch wood
I led you by the hand It was so green, so cool there,
We heard the nightingale’s song.
It was as if the whole world
Its flowers and its branches,
Its clouds and its stars,
Were ours and ours alone.
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We didn’t speak at all;
We couldn’t say a word,
Like tangled, silent vines,
Solitary, contented.
So free, it was secluded
So unguarded, so still It was as though we needed
And wanted nothing more.
3. Children’s Psalm
Praise God! – Into childhood’s quiet
Herb garden he took us and has
Led us to his source of knowledge,
Where it flows pure and clear.
Praise God! Wherever we walk,
Every flower, every birdsong,
He brought into being for our pleasure,
So we would never want for joy.
Praise God! He has given us
Contentment’s noble treasure;
He who can hold this through life,
Joy will never abandon.
Praise God! When the field pales,
When nature’s harvest comes,
When, exhausted, all the leaves have left their trees,
Spring dwells in our breast.
Praise God! We wander calmly
About the world by his hand;
Familiar with all around us,
All is beauty – we walk with God!
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4. The Bride
At the brookside the young girls
Walk with their fish and fruits,
With silver-white salmon in their nets,
In their baskets small trout.
Lovely girls, let’s sing
Let’s weave a laurel wreath!
But one stands lost upon the bridge,
All day, morning to evening,
Dumb, the lissome maid stood,
As though carved from marble.
Lovely girls, let’s sing
Let’s weave a laurel wreath!
She stares at the brook –
The wind, with all its might,
Forces the wet summer dress
Against her limbs.
Lovely girls, let’s sing
Let’s weave a laurel wreath!
And if one asks: Who are you?
She extends her hand
Casting her eyes toward the sky,
And answers: I am a bride.
Lovely girls, let’s sing
Let’s weave a laurel wreath!
And once again in the green,
Slowly moving stream
She stares down, as though
Dreaming the deepest dream.
Lovely girls, let’s sing
Let’s weave a laurel wreath!
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At the brookside the young girls
Walk with their fish and fruits,
With silver-white salmon in their nets,
In their baskets small trout.
Lovely girls, let’s sing
Let’s weave a laurel wreath!
A body is pulled from the green,
Slowly moving stream –
Oh, it’s she, who dreamed
The very deepest dream.
Lovely girls, let’s sing
Let’s weave a laurel wreath!
5. Father Hugo, I am scared!
Father Hugo, I am scared!
From the cloister’s darkened hallways
Let us bend our step;
If a ghost in its lair
Met us at this place? –
“It changes nothing,
Donna Rosa, just follow me!”
How the dark hallway looms!
Not the slightest light – I shiver!
Now the blackness doubles –
Oh, it took me by the chin,
I’ll stay close to you –
“Exactly, that’s it,
Donna Rosa, just trust me.”
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Father Hugo! I can feel –
Oh, let’s not dawdle!
Lord, how horrid!
Ho, now it’s kissing my mouth! –
“Cross yourself, that’s all that matters,
Donna Rosa, just cross yourself.”
have I ever seen the like Father Hugo, I’m being squeezed,
I’m being crushed – I can feel –
Oh, again a kiss – another –
Oh, it’s clear as day,
That this place will soon redden!
“Child, what does a kiss matter,
So long as it’s lingering and sweet?”
“Along this path you have learned,
What joyous change
The ghostly beings rendered;
That, where in the past the dragon
Hurled his poison from his throat,
It’s now clear as day,
The wicked one took but a single kiss.”
“You will never again fear
To bend your step
Along the cloister’s halls;
You will never complain,
That this is a horrid place –
When – this is my counsel –
Father Hugo accompanies you.”
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6. Amalie Raben
The clouds hang heavily above the water,
And the forest shrouds itself in fog;
The old lighthouse, staring from the shore,
Sees only white gulls upon the lake,
But no sail, bringing home once more
Our tender sister, pious daughter.
Pointless, the orchard’s scent, the path’s turns;
She plucks petals no more.
Pointless, the birds’ songs await her;
She hears birds no more.
Echo! Forest and castle will never more
Tempt the sound of her voice.
Where beck flows beneath the mountain’s bows
With summer castles and with grapes,
There she rests, where tall poplars rear,
In peace, wearied by the long journey;
There she slumbers, there she lay down her stave,
There she sleeps beneath the flowers in her grave.
But her spirit, loving, bountiful,
Is among us, divine,
Is where in death she yearned to be,
It’s in her home, in each faithful friend,
Among those whom she loved like her soul,
Whom her last breath bid farewell.
And tears lingering in our eyes,
The silent speech taught by sorrow,
The sad still looks of those you held dear,
Your spirit knows, Amalie! It hastens
To our memories’ sorrowful celebration,
With hope, with assurance, with luck – a heavenly guest!
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7. The Earth
Why do you always search the heavens,
Ungrateful dolt?
I am still beautiful,
Passionate as you,
See how spring teems in my hair,
The hot tears in my glance!
Do I deserve to be forgotten?
I, who like any good mother gave
You your first powers,
Your blood its vigor?
I, who with my birdsongs,
Welcomed you to life?
I, who painted roses in your cheeks
And a lily on your brow?
I, who day and night,
Tender, with a mother’s weakness,
Never considered your wildness, your caprices,
And always gave in to you?
I, who shielded you when the sun burned
Too strongly against your face;
I, who loyal and true,
In the still of the night lulled you
To sleep, and like a loving
Wet nurse spread my cloak over you.
I, who when you close your weary eyes
And lie down for your final rest –
Old, cold and dead –
Open my womb to you,
Gather your dust in my urn,
And cover it with flowers?
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Can you forget me, your first love?
Would you exchange me for another?
Come! Take heart once more!
Be my child, my friend!
Know that my heart is your home,
I will always guard over you.
8. What Cracks And Furrows
What cracks and furrows;
What sinuous lines end
These stretches and highpoints,
This elbow, these hands!
What tints to paint!
What curves and cupolas,
What peaks, what valleys,
Just made for the lonely dreamer
9. Solitude
Child, you dream of
Solitude’s shadows,
Solitude’s joy,
A sacred contentment,
An eternal solace –
How well do you know me?
Do you know what it is,
To be alone?
To feel as one
Apart and alone?
Tell me, do you know
What that is?
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The angel approaches,
He whom you have sought,
Solitude by name;
Invisibly spreads
His dark embrace
Monstrously toward you.
See the deep river
Behind the green branches –
So, now you’re alone,
Eternally, if you wish –
Do you dare? Have courage enough?
Want to?
10. Are You a Christian?
Are you a Christian? - you asked me recently –
What else? A despairing heathen?
Ready to believe one thing, then another,
Did my words aﬀect you, Glut?
I admit that it’s long ago
That I considered so important a cause,
And it’s diﬃcult just now
To grasp the distinction
But one thing: I believe in my sins,
And in Heaven – unconditionally!
But I’m passionate, and cannot find
My bliss in Protestantism.
My hands must touch the Sacred,
Must mix with the earthly,
Must shape, by my prayers,
The body of the divinity, the truth.
Then I can fervently worship One,
Whom I have within me, close to me,
Whose heart beats like my own,
Free of heavenly eccentricity.
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Yes, of course, I have the true, proper
Complete Faith, which brings Grace,
And the twain are salvation – which in this world
Can be called catholicism, of a sort.
This is my belief; it has sustained me
Through many nocturnal hours’ doubt,
When I wandered your grounds, Glut,
And didn’t dare ring your bell.
11. To a Child
Come out, my little tot!
Put on your yellow boots!
Come out, where the spring’s plops
Maunder through the grass.
A woman old and gray
Gives you a drink from her bowl,
And her daughter bears
Her knitting and her pail.
On crooked legs you stomp
Through lock, stock and barrel,
And the cockchafer drops,
From its branch to your hat.
Where the stork wades the bog,
Where the lily blooms gold,
Where the rose welcomes the bee,
We’ll play hide-and-seek.
At home your mother
Does a thousand things,
Must pick up and put away,
The things we’ve tossed about;
Now she sweeps your room,
And gives her flowers water,
Now she irons your cap,
And makes your bed for you.
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Now I’ll carve her name
In the bark – Hey!
I’ll plant a great mullein
From the field as a sentry.
But what do I see? She’s coming;
Here she comes, yonder,
Bearing her black plums
As the tree reaches for her.
Who is she holding in her arms
Pressing to her breast?
For whom does she willingly bear
Her bosom, nectar sweet?
It’s your little brother;
He’s always thirsty Now, race to your mother!
Can you get her kiss first?
12. Embryo
We often sat that way together
- hand in hand – eye to eye –
An unusually fine light –
But that’s long - long ago
Long before time,
And where it was, we don’t know.
13. Fear
Hold me tighter, tighter still
With your round and shapely arms;
Tighter, as long as your heart
Beats with passion’s love and heat.
Soon we’ll be separated,
Like berries leaving the vine;
Soon we’ll have disappeared,
Like the bubbles in the brook.
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14. To a Friend
There is magic on your lips,
There is an abyss in your glance,
And in your voice I hear
A dream’s ethereal music.
There is a clarity on your brow,
There is a darkness in your hair,
There is a current of flower’s breath
About you, where you stand or walk.
There is a wealth of eternal wisdom
In the dimple of your cheek,
There is a fount a spring of wellness
For all hearts within your soul.
There is a world within you,
A passionate, chaotic springtime That I could never forget,
That I worship and know well.
15. The Brooder
Let me
Tell you
The Secret
Of my heart.
What pleases me,
What most often
Fills this breast
With joy.
No tumult,
No shining briliance;
No dead garland
of honor.
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No friendship’s
Gentle virtue;
No immersion
In love’s joy.
What pleases me,
What most often
Fills this breast
With joy:
Is silence,
Is true
Reflection’s
Profound peace.
16. When I Wander by Myself
When I wander by myself
yearning, silent, as I stroll,
that’s when my soul awakens,
that’s when my thoughts start to flow.
Redoubled, my awareness
takes the measure of this
luminous chaos shimmering
unendingly about my head.
Intimate with beauty
and its wondrous mysteries,
I hold your essence in me,
liberated, but unchanging.
Delicately, Psyche’s wings
beat about your shoulder blades,
your lovely tresses tossing,
immortally, joyously.
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You take me by the hand
like Dante’s Beatrice,
wishing to show me angels
of heaven and salvation.
Only when a friend hails me
to brighten my day, so he thinks,
and when I, as has been said,
delight at dinner banquets That’s when life seems suddenly
to rush from its hiding place from so-called reality,
that I feel that I’m dreaming.
Waxing and waning,
veiling itself in the mists that is when my soul slumbers,
my body merely watches.
17. I Was Undone
I was undone by you at the children’s ball
All the more by your myrtled locks
Worshippers grew and grew in number
Like butterflies about the lily’s bells
Become a poet’s wife and mistress
Curiously shy, like a muse,
I lift my eyes - and behold your force
Refreshed, carried away, as by a verse
Yet that which undid me remains unchanged: woman
The blond, chaste, enchanting beauty,
With cleft chin, dimples in her cheeks
Who, as before, made Adam sin.
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And one who prizes his good fortune
To have known your force, your bloom,
Has written these lines to show
How you can confound and bewitch
18. Take This Kiss And A Thousand More
Take this kiss and a thousand more, my sweet
Let the eye speak, Amor only confines
The silly language of the voice; and in his chains
Kisses and embraces are no crime.
The more our lips touch
The more my thoughts turn to nothing
I hand my prose to chancery
So that rhyme and verse may warmly glow
I know that the perfect fire of love
Is the pure and plastic form
That can only exist in your fair and open arms
For my thoughts I weave a net
For my signs of wisdom, an elastic one
But beautiful and close-fitting, in sonnet.
19. A Polish Mother
“Where to, my young lady?
Dense morning fog lies
Upon all the promenades
And glistening boutiques.
And beneath your silken hat
So somber a mien,
That a smile upon my lips
Would make you flush?
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What does the maid at your side
Press tightly to her bosom?
What precious burden is wrapped
In the shawl about her arms?”
“Here you see Sabinski’s son,
His firstborn, tiny infant,
Who I conceived, I rejoiced,
within the arms of peace;
Who lay beneath my heart on
That morning I gave the pistol
To his father, and asked him
To give his life for Poland.
Sabinski’s son, my good Sir!
Is wrapped in this shawl,
And it’s with Sabinski’s wife
You’re talking in the street.
I bore this sweet burden,
While his brave father
Defended the streets of Warsaw
With lethal kartetscher.
He was born in the same hour,
That I learned the dreadful news,
His father was taken to prison,
wounded and in chains.
See the walls of the citadel?
The green bastions?
And between the piles of shot
The silent, resting cannon?
Tomorrow, at day break,
We’ll hear in these empty streets
The beat of the mourning drums Then his father will be shot.
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Tomorrow, at day break,
The Russian drums will roll,
Their guns will roar,
His time has come.
But before his death
I steal to his cell,
And he sees his heir
For the first time and the last.
They said no, Sabinski!
Would not let you see
Your little boy, your Anton,
Or your tearful wife.
But their evil threats
Won’t defeat my courage.
At this point of the rise
The prisoner can see us both.
He sees us! Yes, he sees us!
Through the bar he waves
The white cloth as a sign Oh, if only we had wings!
And don’t I have a dagger,
And don’t I have a pistol?
No! - we two will once again
Fight for Poland.
Come, give me the boy, maid!
Take his cap oﬀ, hurry.
See how beautifully his
Little head shines in the sun.
Look at your son, Sabinski!
Whom I have born with such pain,
An heir to your courage,
Your nobility, your heart.
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Though an outlaw on this earth,
He will lift the old banner
Of freedom towards the sun,
The sabre and the pistol.
Listen to a mother’s prayer,
Whose heart is ready to burst,
Cast your eyes upon him
For the first time and the last.
Cast your eyes upon him,
The power and the skill
Which only death can bring,
And wed him to revenge!”
So with these words the lady
Gave her baby to the maid The sentry’s scornful laughter
was the only sound heard after.
20. Across the Snow
Across the square and street
Where the snow lay, white,
In the light of the moon
You passed so quickly by.
Crystal clear the city lies,
A beautiful creation,
Like a vision in the air,
I saw the gleaming castle there.
I watched that lucky muﬀ
Swathe your hands.
I heard the smooth silk
Scream at your knees.
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Your breath, invisible
As the breath of a rose,
Streamed through your veil
Silver on the air.
The force of your feet
Gave song to the snow.
Your shadow wavering
On the soft carpet below.
I saw it rushing
The gleaming white,
Ethereally bare plain Another shadow at its side.
This was mine!
And it rushed,
Stretching, restless.
I had never seen it so.
Closer it came, this I swear So confused,
This night black creature
Catching, caressing yours.
They swelled Canova never grouped beings better Now I saw them, now I didn’t
As the moon cast it’s light below.
And came to light again
Together, oh, joy!
My flesh and blood can never know,
What my shadow knows.
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21. Early Parting
It was that early morning,
The dragoon stood in the tent
Winding the purple sash
Around the baron’s waist
And handed him his whip,
His helmet with the plume,
Brightly shining, as though just
Taken from the armory,
And brought his mount forward,
Chestnut brown and tall,
Turning a melancholy eye
Toward his lord and master.
And in the open holsters,
Embroidered with their gold,
His black-gloved rider’s hands
placed his newly-loaded pistols.
And slowly mounting his saddle
The noble master spoke
Very softly: “Hendrik!
If I don’t return again which may well be See to these letters and say:
‘A matter of honour for me.’”
He gave his horse the spur,
Sparks flew from its hooves;
The black crows flew aloft
Their screams high above the trees.
A shot fell far away And one more - no more;
But in the vault of heaven
The sun rose ever higher.
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Dark evening came on,
From the castle in the valley
Tall windows shone brightly,
Casting their light from the hall.
The orchestra played. The cupbearer
Moved through the gleaming hall
Pouring purple wine
In the glittering crystal.
The lovely dancing miss,
Beautiful as a Bajadere,
Suddenly let go
Her dark cavalier.
She listened, she heard And only she heard The faintest sound from far away
Beating on the bridge’s stones.
And how her round, lily white
Shoulders rose and fell!
She never heard the trumpet,
Never the tympani’s swell.
She looked through the pane
Through the dark and gloomy night And saw in the light of the castle
A helmet, a breastplate bright.
As she flew down the stairs
a gold comb fell from her hair,
from that flowered braiding
she had so recently worn.
It wasn’t he she waited for;
With sorrow’s tidings written
In his dark visage the
Dragoon brought her the letter.
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She tore the letter open She fainted - fell as though crushed No finer marble ever
lay upon the ground.

It is that early morning,
The red light cast by the sun
coloring the old maiden,
While she slumbers in her chair.
The peach trees are blooming,
The almonds in the garden;
But her skin has faded,
Like alabaster on the grave.
An epitaph is written
In the furrows of her brow,
Her pale fingers seek each
Other quietly in her lap.
The cockatoo bows its
Golden head with compassion,
Watching his old friend
Forgetting its sweet ration.
A large portrait stretches across
The red damask of the wall,
The flower urn gracefully
oﬀering its contents, its all.
There he stands, as though alive,
With the blue enamel of
His eyes, with the purple sash
Wound round his marvelous waist;
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22. I Saw You Blush
I saw you blush and I shuddered
Our dissembling only half hid
A desire in our breast
Never prized by virtue
Never given life in words
Desires without end.
23. There is a Soul in this Elbow
There is a soul in this elbow
The strength of a goddess in this knee,
The mere touch of your little finger
Can turn nonsense to poetry
In short, in your limbs
There is a moving poetry
In every motion a world
Of art and harmony
But just as in sculpture
Or in a beautiful painting
Their lips remain forever sealed
Oh, make them just a bit more free!
But maybe just a word from your lips
Might come, Yes - just a chord,
Enveloping all worldly things
The poets call accord.
23. Was It A Sin?
Oh, was it a sin that we were alone?
That so few heard our wedding vows?
That between the tall and silent boughs
We saw only a single stork upon her nest?
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A stork with red stockings
And with its long, gabbling beak
And no gardener’s boy with roses,
And only a single snail leaving its silken trail?
25. You! You! You Sweet!
You! You! You sweet!
You gorgeous! White!
Yearning heat!
By my side
Often in my arms
Endearing eyelids,
With glance
Dimmed by a blessed mist,
Mute with joy,
Poisoned by kisses, nearly dead Oh, I am denied!
I cannot touch your full throat
I thirst for
The liquid flowering of your breath
The power of your arm to embrace
Your serpentine back
Your tongue’s gentle kiss, Your mouth’s - Ha, what fate has denied me! - Oh, if only I could feel
Your hand, the press of your little fingers!
26. To Love
First love! Young souls together
In that ecstatic glance!
Do you never rest? Do you always rush?
Can a heart live only once?
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Is your force never to return?
Once the pain of first love is gone?
Can you no longer dwell within this breast
Where once before you made your home?
Is the fresh, new blooming heart
The only precious flower with whom you play?
Then fly! Leave me, faithless one,
Whose brief pleasures bring eternal pain!
But you couldn’t be so cruel;
You see, this is my hope, a blessed flame,
Fuller and stronger, but more restrained,
Which I carry once more to your altar.
The soul of the child may return again
Pure innocence in the wisdom of age
And where so rare a spring gives flower,
Then warm, bright days must come.
And no priest with ruﬄed collar,
And no smart chambermaid,
And no other wedding gift
But the silver foam of the little lake?
And the gentle “Yes” of the bride,
And my solemn oath to be true
Awaited only by that young god of love,
Binding me to you?
But deep in the woods, do you recall?
Like the grotto of a fairy;
Glowworms hung from all the bushes,
Bringing us the only light.
Oh, if ever I forget
That sweet hour - then strike me, God!
Grasshoppers sang with a thousand voices,
And each second a star fell from the sky.
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Ritornelles
(Note: The first line of each poem is the same as the title)

Nr. 23 Blomst af Jasminen!
Bloom of Jasmine!
Your long locks I have sealed in silk,
Laid upon my heart they will ease my pain.
Nr. 53 En Femtenaars! En lang og smidig Unge
Fifteen! How tall and supple.
How light her gait! How daring her glance!
Sweetly defiant, she sticks out her tongue.
Nr. 99 Ved Kysset hæftet i din Nakkegrube
As my kiss touched your nape
You shivered, stiﬀened – I rushed
To plant the rose of my lips on your throat.
Nr. 100 Jeg kunne have gjort det mere broget
I might have done it more colorfully,
Freed your hair’s thousand luscious cataracts –
But I’m miserly – I want to save a bit.
Nr. 101 Til Kys indbyder Armen, hvid og kjælen!
Your arm, white and wanting, invites a kiss!
Your round shoulder, a lovely playground!
Yet a kiss to your bosom goes right to the soul.
Nr. 111 Blomst af Salvien!
Bloom of sage!
Even though many call you a prude,
The bee knows where you keep your honey.
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Nr. 122 Cactus, som med Purpurbægret blusser!
Cactus, with your glowing purple vessel!
Ten years I watched you thorny, resistant,
Now, as you bloom, I have every reason to start.
Nr. 136 Er det ej skrækkelig kjedsommelig
Isn’t it dreadfully tiresome,
That Bertha, who last year was so lissome,
This year is married and big-bosomed?
Nr. 139 Ni børn fik Rosa, høist uliig hinanden
Rosa had nine children, each unlike the last.
And each was the image of his father,
But not a single one looked like her man.
Nr. 149 Lad ikke Sommerschawlet glide,...
“Don’t let your summer shawl drop, friend,
From the shoulder down, I’d gladly take a bite!”
Why, don’t you like it?
Nr. 166 Jeg kan ei lide ham; han har en Vorte
I don’t like him; he has a wart,
His nose is a mile from his mouth,
And, besides, he was engaged to Dorte.
Nr. 167 Han gjorde stor opsigt i Byerne
He caused quite a stir in the cities,
Because wherever he went, he went on tiptoe,
His collar reached the sky,
And wherever he fell, he fell on his knees.
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No. 182 Hver Skjønhedsglimt, hver Yndighed, jeg mægted
That glimpse of loveliness, all the beauty
I took from you, is laced to these leaves
As dust to butterflies’ wings.
No. 183 Men ak, hvor ofte hang sig, hvad jeg røved

Oh, how often withered the beauty
My plump fingers stole, dull and dead,
Like the dust of butterflies.
Nr. 185 Som Leda læner du dig til Platanen
Like Leda you lean against the plane tree,
The pond’s lukewarm waters at your feet
The Swan comes tempted by your beauty –
No. 194 Jeg rev mig ud med Magt af hendes ømme
Omfavnelse
I forced myself from her tender embrace –
Good night! I’ll see you in the morning! –
No, sooner! – Where? – Don’t you know? In our dreams!
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Book Reviews
Joy Ibsen. Here and Hereafter: The Eternity Connection. CreateSpace
Independent Publishing Platform, 2015. 253 pp.
Reviewed by Dan Mikel
Here and Hereafter: The Eternity Connection is Joy Ibsen’s third book.
A Grundtvigian Dane, she has been the editor of Church and Life, the
publication of the Danish Interest Conference, for over ten years and is
the author of Songs of Denmark (2005) and Unafraid (2009). In 2006 Joy
Ibsen received the Danish Heritage Preservation Award from Grand
View College (now Grand View University) in Des Moines, Iowa.
Each of Joy Ibsen’s books has a diﬀerent guiding theme. While
examining Songs of Denmark the reader can once again sing from A
World of Song with familiar selections such as the lively “The Danish
Hiking Song” and the reflective “Evening Star.” The reader can live
the Grundtvigian life in song. In Unafraid the reader encounters
straightforward sermons from Joy’s father, Reverend Harold Ibsen,
accompanied by Joy’s insights into their application to our lives today.
The combination brings thoughtful messages for all of us.
Her most recent book, Here and Hereafter: The Eternity Connection,
is a deeply personal book. More than a simple chronological memoir
of life events, it is also a spiritual memoir about loss, sorrow, joy, and
peace. The author lays her Grundtvigian life bare, challenging readers
to examine our own lives and spiritual thoughts and growth. At first
glance one might suppose that the subject of death to be the basis of
a very grim book. While moist eyes and tears can come to the reader,
Here and Hereafter is also uplifting. It aﬃrms life.
Death has been a companion throughout Joy Ibsen’s life. In Here
and Hereafter, we read about the death of her grandparents and parents.
We are touched by the death of a childhood friend; stricken with grief
over the suicide of a college friend; we join the nation in mourning the
assassinations of John F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King; mourn the
death of a very young child of a neighbor and friend; experience the
deaths of adult friends; acknowledge the death of a former husband;
and suﬀer the agony of losing a beloved family dog.
Each of the twenty-six “life endings” that the author has
experienced and shares with her readers is a self-contained episode.
They are united by a common thread, however, which the reader can
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quickly discern. The author not only describes the diﬃcult situations
she has experienced; she also oﬀers guidance in dealing with them
based on that experience. We need to practice forgiveness. We need to
become aware of the extraordinary. We should ask ourselves, “What
have we given our children, the next generation?” “Is it adequate?”
We are urged to tell our own stories, create our own spiritual legacy,
and share it.
My first reaction to this book was that Joy has led an unlucky
life with so many experiences with life endings. Upon reflection,
however, I realized death has been a frequent part of my life as well
and I daresay in the lives of almost all readers. The value of Here
and Hereafter is that the author derives a deeper meaning from her
experiences, which, by extension, challenges all of us to do the same.
Joy has combined these experiences in an autobiographical way,
so the book is also an earthly memoir of her life. Make no mistake, the
primary purpose of Here and Hereafter is not to review Joy’s life for its
own sake, but to see the meaning of the joyful and sorrowful events
in Joy’s life and, as a result, the meaning of our own lives. There are
future life endings and future chapters yet to be experienced. Here and
Hereafter helps us prepare for their inevitable arrival.
The goal of Here and Hereafter seems to be to prompt readers to
consider their own spiritual journeys through life and it succeeds at
this masterfully. Be prepared to complete reading one chapter and
have an overwhelming urge to continue to the next one. It is a diﬃcult
book to set aside.
Here and Hereafter is available directly from Joy Ibsen (joyibsen.
com) or through amazon.com.
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Carol Schroeder and Katrina Schroeder. Eat Smart in Denmark: How
to Decipher the Menu, Know the Market Foods & Embark on a Tasting
Adventure. Madison, WI: Ginkgo Press, 2014.
Reviewed by Samantha Ruth Brown
As a part of the Eat Smart series, Carol “Orange” Schroeder and
her daughter Katrina Schroeder teamed up to create Eat Smart in
Denmark: How to Decipher the Menu, Know the Market Foods & Embark on
a Tasting Adventure, a guide specific to Denmark that provides visitors
an insider view of Danish cuisine. Their book is an informative tool
for those interested in traveling to Denmark and exploring Danish
food and culture, but it is also useful for Danish enthusiasts interested
in the country’s food culture. The book includes a history of Danish
cuisine, menu guides, recipes, suppliers of Danish food abroad, and
other resources.
Carol Schroeder received her MA in Scandinavian Studies from
the University of Wisconsin-Madison. She is best known for running
the shop Orange Tree Imports in Madison for over forty years, but she
also has translated several books and conducted academic research on
Denmark. Katrina Schroeder has worked as a book editor in the past,
but is now a trained dietitian working in nutritional counseling in
Boston. Both women have extensive experience traveling to Denmark
and learning about Danish cuisine, allowing them to provide advice
about how to better understand Danish culture and food specifically,
but also the New Nordic Cuisine movement more broadly.
The book opens by exploring the history of Danish cuisine.
Beginning in the Stone Age, the chapter emphasizes the Danes’
traditional dependence on fish and other shellfish, as well as grains
such as rye, barley, and oats. Although potatoes were not produced
in Denmark until the early 1700s and pork began to gain popularity
much later because of its importance to Danish agriculture and farm
cooperative movements in the 1800s, many people perceive potatoes
and pork products to be central to Danish cuisine, as illustrated by
the selection of stegt flæsk med persillesovs og kartofler (fried pork belly
with parsley sauce and potatoes) as Denmark’s national dish in 2014.
Other iconic dishes such as æbleskiver and wienerbrød (Danish pastry
or “Danishes”) also appeared during this period. While these dishes
continue to be popular today, chefs such as René Redzepi of the
famous restaurant Noma are looking back at Stone Age and Viking Era
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methods to help them emphasize “purity, simplicity, and freshness”
in the New Nordic Cuisine movement. This section contextualizes
the development of Danish cuisine in relation to the country’s history,
discussing the legacy of the Vikings, the Kalmar Union, Denmark’s
role in the two world wars, and the decline and revitalization of
Danish food in connection with these events.
The following section dives deeper into the major dishes of Danish
cuisine, as well as some of individual regions’ particular traditions
and notable foods. The authors highlight major foods beloved across
Denmark, such as smørrebrød (open-faced sandwiches), the pølsevogn
(hotdog stand), cheese, pork, herring, and ice cream, and then discuss
the individual regions and, finally, traditional food for Danish
holidays. While many Danes take for granted the specific pairings of
food, such as eating shrimp with mayonnaise and lemon on an openfaced sandwich or ordering guf and a flødebolle on top of their oldfashioned ice cream cone, this section makes these pairings accessible
to travelers and those hoping to create a Danish experience at home. It
expands on the history of Danish cuisine, by noting, for example, that
Hanne Nielsen invented Havarti and Danish blue (Danablu) cheese
in northern Zealand in the 1870s, the island of Funen is known for
its production of marzipan, and Southern Jutland is characterized by
their kaﬀebord (coﬀee table), which started as a way for ethnic Danes
to socialize in the region and includes at least fourteen diﬀerent
cakes and cookies. The section concludes by exploring Danish food
traditions during holidays, ranging from the dishes served at the
various Christmastime celebrations to New Years cod, birthday layer
cakes, and the love of fresh strawberries and new potatoes in the
spring.
Section three includes a number of recipes, translated into English
as well as American or imperial measurements, allowing the reader to
bring Danish culture closer to home. These recipes come from respected
Danish chefs, such as Claus Meyer, known as one of the fathers of the
New Nordic Cuisine movement and for his restaurants and bakeries
around Denmark. The recipes oﬀer the perfect opportunity for ethnic
Danes abroad to learn more about their heritage and for foodies to
experiment with Danish recipes. Among other things, the authors
have adapted recipes for hot mulled wine, rye bread, curried herring,
meatballs, cabbage, and æbleskiver. This section is also accompanied
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by a number of pictures of food, chefs, and locations in Denmark
discussed in the previous sections.
The remaining chapters in the second half of the book deal with
more technical aspects of Danish cuisine. Section four discusses
tips for shopping in Denmark, highlighting the newly constructed
Torvehallerne market in Copenhagen, which coexists with Danish
grocery stores, small specialty shops, and street vendors. Section five
oﬀers a detailed list of businesses abroad that sell Danish and other
Scandinavian items, beginning with food and specialty shops that
include an online or mail-order option and continuing with businesses
in diﬀerent parts of the United States and Canada, as well as more
online resources for further research and information. Section six
includes useful phrases to use in restaurants and markets, such as hvad
anbefaler du? (what do you recommend?) and er denne ret stærkt kydret?
(is this dish spicy?). Section seven begins briefly with a description
of Danish eating habits, particularly when they eat, what they eat for
each meal, etiquette, and the ubiquitous Danish concept of hygge. This
is followed by an extensive list of Danish foods, including not only
translations, but also a description of the items. One description reads,
“Dagmartærte (National Favorite): buttery pastry (smørkage) that can
be either round or rectangular. Named for Queen Dagmar (1186-1212),
the Dagmartærte is not really a tart; it belongs to the group of pastries
called wienerbrød” (90). The eighth and final section includes a list of
recommended food establishments across Denmark.
Carol and Katrina Schroeder’s guide is unique in its ability to
inform the reader about authentic Danish foodways and how these
can be replicated outside of Denmark. Travel guides often focus on
restaurants and a small handful of notable foods, but this guide is more
comprehensive in its thorough description of Danish foodways at
home, supplementary to the restaurant and market recommendations.
Not only do Danes not frequently dine out, as noted in the book, but
grocery store staples such as rye bread and liver pâté are central to a
Danish diet; thus, because of the book, travelers to Denmark will be
more confident in their ability to purchase Danish foods in place of
more recognizable staples like spaghetti and tomato sauce, as well as
saving money.
There are two particular aspects of Danish cuisine that were
either missing or limited in detail that should be expanded upon in a
later edition of the book. In the same way that a guide about English
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cuisine could not avoid discussing the influence of Indian cuisine
on its foodways, recognizing the larger influence of particularly
Middle Eastern cuisine in Denmark would provide an even fuller
understanding of Danish eating habits. The authors address this issue
early on in the book, citing their prioritization of traditional Danish
foods over the contemporary Danish food landscape. They note,
“while we acknowledge that dining options in Denmark have become
very international, we also realize that most people already know
how to order a pizza, spaghetti, or a taco. Our goal in this chapter is to
introduce you to foods that are traditionally Danish” (19). However,
the book could also inform American readers about popular dishes
in Europe that they are largely unfamiliar with, such as shawarma,
that also help explain the emergence of dishes such as boller i karry.
Furthermore, the phenomenon of lørdagsslik (Saturday candy), when
Danes across the country head to a local candy store to buy bland
selv slik (pick and mix candy), is absent from the book, yet remains a
widely practiced tradition.
Eat Smart in Denmark makes an important and valuable contribution
to the literature about Danish cuisine that both Danes and non-Danes
can learn from. Its most notable asset is its ability to make Danish
cuisine accessible, whether that is to ardent travelers interested in the
New Nordic Cuisine movement, Danes abroad who are curious about
where they can buy their beloved salty licorice, or persons of Danish
heritage who want to learn more and potentially replicate Danish
traditions abroad. Each chapter includes extensive descriptions and
can be read independently, making the book a great resource for those
with a wide range of needs, and I would enthusiastically recommend
it.
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John Erichsen and Mikkel Venborg Pedersen. The Danish Country
House. Copenhagen: Museum Tusculanum Press, 2015, 2014. 253 pp.,
hardbound, illustrated in color and black and white, $80.00.
Reviewed by Ed Polk Douglas
The stately homes of England, the castles of Scotland, the chateaux
of France, the villas of Italy—many of those sites are familiar to lots of
Americans, either from travels or coﬀee table books. But the country
houses (herregaarde / manors) of Denmark? They are an undiscovered
treasure. Amazingly, for a country as small as Denmark (about twice
the size of Massachusetts), there are around 700 surviving manors,
built between 1500 and 2000; and today, more than a hundred are
accessible to the public (in various ways), many of these providing
accommodations. A Danish-type “Downton Abbey sojourn” is even
possible if one has the means!
For readers who are primarily armchair travelers, The Danish
Country House (hereafter TDCH) is a handsome work that seeks to
introduce the topic to English-language readers. It certainly succeeds
in reaching that goal, but, despite the many wonderful attributes of
the book, there are some decided quirks and omissions. On the other
hand, since I have awaited a book like this for about six decades—my
first trip to Denmark was in 1958, and there were no such references for
Americans then—my overall reaction is to say tillykke (congratulations)
to all involved in its creation. The authors were eminently qualified for
this task—their respective credentials would fill a small brochure—
and Roberto Fortuna, the principal photographer, is also a master of
his craft.
Manors and manor life in Denmark evoke mixed reactions from
most Danes, since, in the past, there was a large divide and occasional
conflict between the “haves” and the “have nots.” Whatever remains
of manor life in Denmark today has had to evolve considerably to
survive into modern times since the country’s population is now
eighty-five percent urban. Thankfully, the topic has been of serious
study in Denmark since 2000, and in fact, TDCH has been described
as a distillation of an impressive four-volume work: Herregården:
Menneske, Samfund, Landskab, Bygninger (Erichsen and Pedersen,
editors; Fortuna, principal photographer; Copenhagen: 2004-06,
republished in 2009).
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At first glance, TDCH seems logically organized. Informative
prefaces by HRH Henrik, Prince of Denmark, and authors Erichsen
and Pedersen are followed by two fine, lengthy essays, “Estates and
Society in Denmark, 1500-2000” and “The Danish Nobility, 1536-1919”
(Ditlev Tamm); the former introduced me to Den Danske Atlas (Eric
Pontoppidan and others), a seven-volume work created between 1763
and 1781 whose remarkable engravings of Danish landscapes and
buildings include manors.
The body of TDCH features brief, heavily illustrated essays on
relevant topics—“The House,” “The Layout,” “The Household,” “The
Landscape,” and “Modern Living and New Economy.” The back
matter includes a list of country houses open to the public (along
with websites and a map), the authors’ credentials, an index, and the
acknowledgements. The illustrations have informative captions, and
tiny maps give the location of each of the approximately one hundred
sites discussed. There is a lot of data here, and the text is easily
comprehensible, notwithstanding some unfamiliar British English
words and phrases. The archival photos of “downstairs life” in “The
Household” might be of particular interest to Americans since many
of our Danish immigrant ancestors probably had more connections to
that part of the manors than to “Upstairs.”
Upon careful study, however, quirks and omissions in TDCH
appear. The choice of arranging the material thematically, rather
than chronologically or geographically, often becomes awkward,
with photos of diﬀerent aspects of one property scattered throughout
the book; the Country House List and the index have out-of-order
additions at their respective conclusions; and there is no crossreferencing of the illustrations without using the index. Oddly, the
country house on the cover, Stensballegaard, Eastern Jutland, is not
discussed in the book.
The omissions are more significant: there are no footnotes, nor
a bibliography, and, while there are architecture-related comments
throughout the text (and captions), there is no essay on this topic
(nor on manor house interiors, furnishings, or garden design). At the
beginning of the book, the authors mention their decision to eliminate
the latter as a focus, for they say that other volumes have done this;
but for the English-speaking reader, however, this information may
not be readily available. Danish domestic architecture and interior
decoration from the heyday of the manor house—1500 to 1900—
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might not be internationally influential, but it has a distinct character,
and the layperson would have benefited from even a brief essay on
stylistic developments.
In summary, TDCH is a handsomely produced, intelligently
written, beautifully photographed introduction to the topic, perhaps
the first in English; hopefully, it won’t be the last. While there are
relevant architectural and decorative arts facts scattered throughout,
the volume is primarily a social history, a fact that will disappoint
some (including myself). On the other hand, because Danish manors
have been seriously studied from many angles for some time, there
is available data which easily could provide a companion volume
employing the “aesthetic approach.” Could I write that book?
Certainly not. Would I like to be involved in its creation? Ja! Ja! Ja!

For readers without access to TDCH who desire further information
on the topic, the worldwide web provides a number of research
avenues. Some of these are: visitdenmark.com; slotte-herregaarde.
dk; danishgardens.dk; and astoft.co.uk/Denmark. Wikipedia has
important data too, under these topics, “Architecture of Denmark,”
“List of castles and palaces in Denmark,” and “List of historic houses
in Denmark.”
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Armen Avanessian and Sophie Wennerscheid, eds. Kierkegaard and
Political Theory: Religion, Aesthetics, Politics and the Intervention of the
Single Individual. Copenhagen: Museum Tusculanum Press, 2014.
Reviewed by Troy Wellington Smith
In their introduction to this eclectic and provocative volume of
essays Kierkegaard and Political Theory: Religion, Aesthetics, Politics and
the Intervention of the Single Individual, editors Armen Avanessian and
Sophie Wennerscheid point out that scholars have only relatively
recently begun to contest the image of the great Danish philosopher
“as an atomistic individualist” (7). In the United States, this earlier
portrayal of Kierkegaard can be traced back to his reception in the
inter- and postwar period, in which his philosophy addressed to hiin
Enkelte (that single individual) was read as a corrective to the top-down
ideologies and mass political movements that had thus far devastated
the century. But whereas in the postwar period Kierkegaard’s
concept of “the single individual” was construed in favor of an
apolitical quietism, today—as the subtitle of this collection suggests—
contemporary philosophers, such as Alain Badiou and Slavoj Žižek,
have enlisted hiin Enkelte in the service of radical, interventionist
politics. The articles on Badiou and Žižek, which discuss what the
editors call “the religious turn in contemporary politico-philosophical
thought” (8), will be of interest not just to those on the cutting edge
of political theory and philosophy; people with an interest in Danish
culture should take note of them, as well, since Kierkegaard is at the
center of the paradigm shift the editors describe. Indeed, thanks in
part to Žižek’s notoriety, Kierkegaard is again enjoying an upsurge
in popularity in the United States and elsewhere, even if some accuse
Žižek of misreading Kierkegaard beyond all recognition.
Harald Steﬀes authored the first essay of the volume, “An
Apolitical Apostolic Genius: An Appraisal of Kierkegaard’s political
Ethics and an Appreciation of Kierkegaard’s Adoption of Hamann’s
Ideas.” Hewing closely to Kierkegaard’s texts and biography, Steﬀes’s
contribution will be perhaps one of the most interesting ones for those
who concern themselves primarily with Kierkegaard’s authorship,
rather than its many permutations in the philosophies of others. Steﬀes
argues that Kierkegaard—as per his communicational theories—
could only approach the political indirectly, as he believed any direct
communication would only “provoke irresponsible agitation” (22).
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Turning first to the pseudonym H. H.’s Two Ethical-Religious Essays,
and then later to the Anti-Climacus books (i.e., The Sickness unto Death
and Practice in Christianity), Steﬀes demonstrates how Kierkegaard
himself overcame the constrictive binary he had created between the
genius and the apostle by reading the works of Johann Georg Hamann.
The next essay, “No genius has an ‘in order to:’” Kierkegaard’s
Reevaluation of Genius and the Rejection of Philosophy as l’art pour
l’art,” is by Hans Stauﬀacher, and it also focuses directly on Two EthicalReligious Essays. According to Stauﬀacher, for Kierkegaard, “the selfsuﬃcient systems of transcendental and idealistic philosophy, the
justification of which is as purely immanent as their teleology, are
nothing but l’art pour l’art in the pejorative sense of the term” (49).
Contra Žižek, Stauﬀacher argues that the essay “The Diﬀerence
between a Genius and an Apostle” does not envision a future apostolic
philosophy but rather rejects it out of hand as an impossibility. Like
Steﬀes, Stauﬀacher locates the later Kierkegaard on the via media
between the genius and the apostle. Unlike the apostle, he is without
authority, but, unlike the genius, he does have an “in order to:” to
instruct and aid his reader.
Smail Rapic’s essay, “Choosing Oneself as a Process of
Emancipation: Kierkegaard and Habermas,” locates the social
dimension of self-choice in both the Danish philosopher and the
German critical theorist. Rapic, however, contests Habermas’s assertion
that Judge William’s letters in the second part of Kierkegaard’s Either/
Or represent a religious confession, and he convincingly supports this
claim by placing Either/Or in the context of Kierkegaard’s other writings.
Instead, Rapic grounds Judge William in the bourgeois ideology and
Right-Hegelianism of his period and reveals how Kierkegaard oﬀers
an implicit critique of both, in particular in regards to their callousness
towards those in poverty. While Habermas maintains that Freudian
psychoanalysis is the only means of uncovering one’s ideological
biases, Kierkegaard, according to Rapic, oﬀers “a more fruitful notion
of ideology” in Either/Or that both anticipates and exceeds the merely
psychoanalytic (76).
Michael Tilley’s contribution, “Radical Individualism or Nonteleological Community: Kierkegaard’s Precarious Understanding of
Self and Other,” defines the Kierkegaardian notion of community as
dialectical and non-teleological. This is to say that, since community
for Kierkegaard is dialectical, “(a) it develops in time and (b) neither
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the individual nor society unilaterally conditions the other” (80). Tilley
contrasts the Kierkegaardian model of community with that of French
philosopher Jean-Luc Nancy, and then presents Kierkegaard’s concept
of Christian love as an alternative to a common telos. As Kierkegaard’s
A Literary Review attests, Christian love will be essential to forming
future communities in a modernity in which a common telos often no
longer exists.
In “Excessive Subjectivity: The Paradox of Autonomy in Hegel and
Kierkegaard,” Dominik Finkelde examines what Hegel terms “plastic
individuals.” Examples of these include Antigone, Socrates, and Jesus.
For Hegel, the plastic individual first appears to oﬀer a truth claim
that “is unfamiliar and extreme,” but then is adopted by the masses to
the point at which it becomes habitual, unconscious, and customary
(128). For Kierkegaard, Abraham is a plastic individual insofar as his
divine mission to sacrifice Isaac places him outside the ethical norms
of his community. But whereas the truth claims of Antigone, Socrates,
and Jesus are, according to Hegel, subsequently understood and
assimilated in the Volksgeist, Abraham’s divinely-inspired attempted
murder, according to Kierkegaard, never is and never can be. Finkelde
addresses an often-remarked diﬀerence between Kierkegaard and
Hegel here, but the considerable sophistication with which he treats
the latter means that this essay oﬀers a new perspective on a familiar
theme.
Wennerscheid, in her article “The Passage through Negativity:
or From Self-Renunciation to Revolution? Kierkegaard and Žižek
on the Politics of the Impassioned Individual,” traces a link between
the Kierkegaardian leap of faith and the Žižekian political act. In
short, she argues, “What Žižek ultimately seeks in Kierkegaard
. . . is a stance that negates all finite and particular determinations
and considerations in order to pass into a new and completely
diﬀerent world” (144). According to Wennerscheid, Žižek contradicts
Kierkegaard by finding in Hegel “insight into the openness of reality
and to the particular role the single individual plays within it” (158).
With Hegel, however, one’s inwardness is always already subject to
custom, while Kierkegaard’s concept of the single individual oﬀers
Žižek a means of envisioning a liberation from this symbolic order.
Leo Stan, in his essay “Political Gaps: Slavoj Žižek and Søren
Kierkegaard,” notes Žižek’s curious reluctance to address Kierkegaard
as a political adversary, in spite of a tradition on the left of dressing
down the Danish philosopher. Stan concludes that Žižek’s reading
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of Kierkegaard is “particularized by the fortuitous isolation of a tiny
cluster of concepts and ideas at the expense of the vast remainder of
the entire oeuvre” (169).
Avanessian argues in “Anti-Ironic Politics? The Fundamentalisms
of Søren Kierkegaard and Carl Schmitt” that both Kierkegaard and
Schmitt take the controversy surrounding romantic irony as a starting
point for their respective authorships. Kierkegaard and Schmitt share
a “fundamental opposition to central pillars of modern democratic
theory,” but, Avanessian stresses, this opposition “must be marked oﬀ
from fundamentalist positions” (200). It is in this sense that Kierkegaard
anticipates the revolutionary potential of Christianity that would later
be underscored by both Badiou and Žižek.
In her article “No Three without Two: Badiou with Lacan with
Kierkegaard,” Sigi Jöttkandt oﬀers a psychoanalytic reading of the
aesthete A’s review of Eugene Scribe’s play Les premières amours in the
first part of Either/Or. The play illustrates, she argues, the impossibility
of “an utterly seamless fusion of the subject and Other” (231), which
has political implications in that “the mistake of every fascism or
totalitarianism is to think that the whole can be reached, that the One
can be fully counted and embodied in the presented situation” (236).
The final essay in the volume, entitled “Modern Life is Comic:
Kierkegaard’s Category of Repetition in Kabbalah, Fashion and
Marriage as a Negative Political Theology,” is by Johannes Thumfart.
He examines Kierkegaard’s novella Repetition vis-à-vis Kabbalah,
and then the figures of the Fashion Designer and Judge William in
Stages on Life’s Way, in which he finds “two opposite ways of making
sense of the modern absence of totality by using repetition” (241).
Lastly, Thumfart notes that while Kierkegaard’s concept of repetition
somewhat resembles Hegel’s concept of Sittlichkeit, Kierkegaard
diﬀers from Hegel in emphasizing the essentially incommunicable,
private quality of marriage.
In sum, Kierkegaard and Political Theory is a rich and diverse
collection of essays. While Scandinavianists and Kierkegaardians
will surely find at least some interest in most of them, the majority of
contributions to this volume are geared more toward those working
in the fields of contemporary philosophy and political theory.
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